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Introduction 

Vaccination is one of the most health and cost effective public interventions with 

long-term benefits. Vaccination can protect individuals of all age groups against 

potentially serious infectious diseases and it can save many human lives [1]. 

Vaccination can be beneficial for children and adolescents in terms of growing into 

healthy, productive adults that can fully contribute to the economic progress of a 

society. Vaccination of older adults can be beneficial in terms of having a healthier 

and independent life. Healthy older adults can be an active family member and they 

can contribute to the society. Therefore, promoting vaccination for all ages and 

healthy ageing throughout whole life can contribute to the health of the population as 

a whole [2,3].  

Decision-making when considering inclusion, substitution or exclusion of 

specific vaccine in the national vaccination programme is a demanding, time 

consuming and complex process [4,5]. Decision makers need information on disease 

epidemiology and disease burden, vaccine safety and quality and 

efficacy/effectiveness, duration of immunity, herd immunity, ethical and 

humanitarian viewpoint of vaccine, logistics and availability, vaccine licensure status, 

equity and preference and acceptability, and comparison with other intervention and 

experience of other countries when deciding on vaccination policy [6,7]. Next, health 

economics and financial evaluations are playing a growing role in the final decision 

on vaccination policy and allocation of public health resources. A basis for a decision-

making can be served by making a comparison of two or more vaccines/vaccination 

programmes in terms of costs and health benefits. The main types of this kind of 

economic evaluation are cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) and cost-benefit analysis 

(CBA) [6,7,8].  

CEA is the most often used in decision-making process on vaccination, and its 

importance is only increasing. In CEA, the costs are compared to the health outcomes 

of at least two vaccines. Health outcomes are expressed in natural units such as cases 

avoided or number of life years saved. CEA results are presented as an incremental 

cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). The ICER is calculated as follows: 
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Where: 

• Intervention A = vaccination. 

• Intervention B = comparator. When intervention A is a new vaccine, then its 

comparator is usually “no vaccination.”  

• Costs are expressed in a monetary unit. 

• Health outcomes are expressed in natural units (number of cases prevented or 

number of life years or number of deaths prevented). 

 

The ICER is shown as cost per health outcome, expressed in natural units. CEA is 

used to find the most cost-effective vaccination strategy between different vaccines. It 

is also used for resource allocation and reimbursement decision making of 

vaccination [4,6,7,8]. 

A special type of CEA is cost-utility analysis (CUA) in which health outcomes 

are measured in terms of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) or disability-adjusted 

life years (DALYs). The ICER (cost-utility ratio) is calculated as follows:  
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In CUA, the ICER is shown as cost per QALYs gained or cost per DALYs averted.  

QALYs are defined as a measure of the value of patients’ health states. QALYs 

are one measure that combine both the quantity and the quality of patients’ life. One 

QALY means one year living in perfect health. QALYs are calculated as follows: 
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              (4) 

 

Where: 

• Utility or weights = relative value between 0 (death) and 1 (perfect health), 

expressed as preference from the patient’s perspective for a specific health state. 
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QALYs can be used to estimate the disease burden. QALYs are one of criteria 

that can be used for making a decision and for allocation of finite public health 

resources [4,6,7,8,9]. 

DALYs are one measure that combines both premature death (YLLs) and 

disability due to morbidity (YLDs). DALYs are calculated as follows: 

 

DALYs = YLLs + YLDs           (5) 

 

Where: 

• YLLs = the number of life years lost due to premature death. 

• YLDs = the number of life years lost due to disability, weighted with a factor 

between 0 (perfect health) and 1 (death) that reflects the severity of disability. 

 

The DALYs methodology, which was first introduced by Murray and co-workers in 

the Global Burden of Disease project, is usually used to estimate the burden of 

disease. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines DALYs as the lost years of 

healthy life. The WHO recommends calculation the burden of the disease expressed 

in DALYs [6,10]. DALYs can be used to compare relative burdens among different 

diseases and among different populations [11] and they can be used to prioritize of 

limited public health resources [12]. Therefore, DALYs can be a useful tool in the 

decision-making process. 

In cost-benefit analysis (CBA), both costs and health benefits are measured in 

monetary units. In CBA, net benefit is calculated by deducting value of costs from 

value of health benefits. If net benefit is positive then the vaccination programme is 

recognized as an optimal investment. Benefit-cost ratio is calculated by dividing 

health benefits by costs. If benefit-cost ratio is higher than 1 then a vaccination 

programme is recognized an optimal investment. Health benefits are difficult to 

express in monetary units, therefore CBA is not often used for the economic 

evaluation of vaccines/vaccination programme [6,7,8] 

In contrast with CEA, CUA and CBA, the cost analysis (CA) compares only the 

costs of a vaccines/vaccination programme with the costs of its comparator(s). The 

cost minimization analysis (CMA) compares costs of different vaccines/vaccination 

programmes to find the cheapest alternative, assuming their efficacy and 

effectiveness are the same [7,8,9].  
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Budget impact analysis (BIA) is used to estimate the financial impact of a 

vaccine for a specific public healthcare budget. BIA is usually conducted in addition 

to a CEA to give a full economic evaluation of a new vaccine before its introduction 

into a national vaccination programme or for its reimbursement. BIA can be a useful 

tool for budget planning and forecasting [6,9].  

Financial sustainability analysis is used to evaluate the current and future 

resources that are required to maintain funding the whole vaccination programme 

after a new vaccine introduction [6,7].  

Decision makers have to decide which vaccination strategy to implement into 

the national programme to reduce disease burden and to increase benefits to society. 

Decision makers are also responsible for effective allocation of public health 

resources. Financial public health resources are often limited, therefore decision 

makers pay attention to societal returns on financial investment in public health 

[6,7,8].  

Therefore, a return-on-investment (ROI) analysis is used to evaluate the 

efficiency of financial investment in public health. The ROI is calculated as the 

difference in the gain from investment and the cost of investment (net profit), divided 

by the cost of investment. The result of ROI is expressed as a percentage [13]. 

Health economics plays an important role in the evaluation of vaccination 

policy. A CEA is the traditional method used to make an economic analysis. It is the 

method used most often in the decision-making process and it is becoming ever more 

important. Many aspects need to be taken into consideration when conducting CEA 

of vaccines/vaccination programme. These aspects are as follows: 

 

1. Framing the CEA 

First, the problem/study question and target audience need to be defined. At this 

stage, model structure need to be determined based on the natural course of the 

disease. Also the type of decision model relating to the problem/study question needs 

to be decided. Next, the type of economic evaluation, nature of the intervention, 

target population, the choice of comparators, and perspective need to be defined. 

Finally, the time horizon needs to be determined. The choice of the length of time 

horizon is dependent on the characteristics of vaccine, target population, as well as 

type of the model and it should include all relevant costs and health outcomes [6,8].  
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2. Assessing the costs of the vaccination programme 

In the perspective of the health care payer, the direct medical and direct nonmedical 

costs are considered. In the perspective of the society, also indirect costs are taken 

into account. In direct medical costs, for example vaccine programme costs, 

prescription drugs, hospital costs, emergency room costs, outpatients’ costs, costs of 

diagnosis tests, costs of physician specialist visits, surgical procedures and special 

education can be evaluated. Vaccination program costs include the costs of vaccine 

and the costs associated with administering the vaccine. In direct nonmedical costs, 

for example costs of administrative overhead, parent/caregiver lost time from work 

can be evaluated. Indirect costs were costs due to loss of productivity and they 

included the costs due to absence from work. It is advisable that CEA is conducted 

from the societal perspective, because all direct and indirect costs on the society are 

included in the analysis. However, it is encouraged that CEA is conducted also from 

other perspectives [6,8].  

 

3. Assessing the effects of the vaccination programme 

- Vaccine efficacy and vaccine effectiveness 

Vaccine efficacy may be expressed a percentage and it measures reduction of disease 

in a vaccinated group compared to unvaccinated group. Data on the efficacy of 

vaccine should be taken from the literature reviews or they could be obtained using 

meta-analysis research synthesis or from randomized controlled clinical trials. 

Vaccine effectiveness is defined as the vaccine’s ability to prevent disease with its 

impacts and effects that are measured in the real world [6]. In CEA of vaccination, 

factors influencing results are age, boosting intervals and the number of doses of 

vaccine. Also all relevant adverse events of vaccine should be included in CEA 

evaluation [6]. 

 
- Vaccine protection and duration of vaccine protection  

A ‘leaky’ vaccine is one, which prevents disease but does not prevent infection. 

Transmission could occur at just as higher rate from individuals with this “partial” 

protection as from unvaccinated individuals. For example, vaccines against tick-

borne encephalitis or vaccines against Lyme borreliosis are known as ‘leaky’ vaccines. 

An 'all-or-nothing' vaccine fully protects vaccinated individuals from infectious 

diseases. In a model for evaluating cost-effectiveness of vaccination a life span 
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protection named neglecting waning or waning protection of vaccine can be applied. 

When information on vaccine waning is not well known then waning uncertainty can 

be handled by different scenarios analysis [5].  

 

- Choosing the health outcome measures 

Final health outcomes such as number of cases prevented or number of life years or 

number of deaths prevented should be used to evaluate effectiveness of the 

vaccination programme. However, intermediate health outcome can be used when 

final health outcomes are not known. CUA, as a special type of CEA, is a preferred 

type of economic evaluation with QALYs or DALYs as health outcome measures. 

However, it is also encouraged to conduct a CEA, using natural units as outcome 

measures [6,8]. 

 

4. Infectious disease modelling 

Mathematical models are used for estimating the burden of infectious disease and 

evaluating the effectiveness of vaccination and its impact on disease transmission. 

Mathematical modelling is important in health economics and policymaking.  

The model choice should depend mainly on type of infection, transmission 

route of pathogen, endemic situation, vaccine characteristics and study question [6]. 

Dynamic transmission models describe the spread of infectious disease in 

populations. Dynamic transmission models are used when evaluating the impact of 

vaccination on the transmission of a pathogen in the population. They can also be 

used when evaluating the impact of vaccination on pathogen’s ecology, like serotype 

replacement effects [14]. In dynamic models, the force of infection (i.e. the 

probability that a susceptible individual becomes infected) can change with time [14]. 

Individuals move through a number of mutually exclusive compartments. Movement 

between compartments is estimated using differential mathematical equations, with 

age or time as continuous variables [6]. The simple dynamic model is S-I-R model 

with susceptible (S), infectious (I), recovered (R) compartments. This simple S-I-R 

model can be expanded, adding for example an exposed (E) compartment, leading to 

S-E-I-R model with susceptible (S), exposed (E), infectious (I), recovered (R) 

compartments. In the absence of lifelong immunity, S-I-S model should be 

considered with susceptible (S), infectious (I), susceptible (S) compartments [6]. In 

dynamic transmission models indirect effects, for example herd immunity, age shift, 
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and serotype replacement effects are incorporated into the model. Indirect effects 

have influence on cost-effectiveness of vaccination, therefore indirect effects need to 

be taken into account in infectious disease modelling [14]. 

In static models, the force of infection does not change with time [6,14]. Static 

models do not take into account interaction between individuals as well as indirect 

effects. Not taking into account indirect effects might underestimate the value of 

vaccination [5,14]. However, a static model, such as, for example, a Markov model 

can be used to evaluate the impact of vaccination when indirect effects can be ignored 

because they are not important and they cannot cause harm [6,14].  

In a Markov model, the individual is in one of a finite number of health states. 

Individuals move from one to another health states based on transition probabilities 

during one cycle. Transitions occur over the fixed time interval, costs and utilities are 

assigned to each health states. A limitation of the Markov model is the assumption 

that transition probabilities of the Markov process have no memory for prior cycles. 

This limitation is called the Markovian assumption. This limitation can be resolved 

with the use of complex models or tunnel states. Tunnel states act as temporary 

states, lasting more than one Markov cycle [15].  

When vaccination coverage is very low or when vaccination has no impact on 

disease transmission, then static and dynamic models demonstrate similar results 

[14]. Both static and dynamic models can be deterministic (random process is not 

incorporated in model) as well as stochastic (random process is incorporated in 

model) [6].  

 

5. Model calibration and validation 

Calibration means adjusting of model parameter estimates that model results can 

more accurately reflect “real world”. Calibration is needed, for example, if input data 

are adapted from one setting to another, if input data are old or changes have 

occurred since their collection. Inputs can be adjusted, for example, manually, 

random with the use of Monte Carlo methods or by using Nelder-Mead method. The 

internal validity of the model should be tested prior its use to ensure that the model is 

robust. The external validity of the model can be tested by comparing the results with 

the results of other models and explaining differences if they exist [5,6,9].  
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6. Uncertainty in CEA 

One-way sensitivity analysis tests the impact on results when changing the value of 

one parameter while keeping all others parameters constant. Threshold analysis is a 

form of one-way sensitivity analysis and it can be useful for price negotiation. Multi-

way sensitivity analysis tests the impact on results when changing the value of two or 

more parameters at the same time [6]. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) handles 

uncertainty on all parameters simultaneously [6]. Model structural uncertainty can 

be handled by scenario analysis. Therefore, alternative model structures with 

different assumptions are constructed [6].  

 

7. Discounting 

In CEA of vaccination, all future values should be discounted to their net present 

value. Both the time horizon and the value of discount rate play an important role in 

conducting a CEA. The discounting formulae for cost and utility for each health 

outcomes are presented as follows: 

 

�0!#
 = ∑
23456

789:;5<=>



?@           (6) 
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?@          (7) 

 

Where: 

• Utility0 = input utility (quality weights) for each health state. 

• Cost0 = input cost for each health state. 

• Rate = discount rate for costs and utility for each health state. 

 

There are continuous debates regarding the use of discount rates. The same discount 

rate for costs and utilities for health outcomes is the most commonly used, however 

different discount rates for costs and utilities for health outcomes can also be used. 

Lower rates for health effects are applied in some countries such as in Belgium, and 

the Netherlands. In France, costs and health outcomes are discounted in the first 30 

years at the rate of 4% and in the following years of 2% rate [5,6,8,9]. 
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8. Presentation and reporting of CEA results 

Results of CEA of vaccination should be presented as ICER that can help to determine 

the most cost-effective vaccination strategies. Mostly there is no single threshold 

below which a vaccination strategy should be accepted because of uncertainty about 

estimates of costs and health outcomes and cost-effectiveness [6,16]. In some 

countries like in Canada, in the USA and in the UK the cost-effectiveness threshold 

range is used to help to determine which vaccination strategy should be accepted. 

WHO-CHOICE (CHOosing Interventions that are Cost-Effective) recommends that 

the country use specific gross domestic product as an indicator of cost-effectiveness 

[6].  

The results of CEA can be presented in the table and in the form of graph. 

Graphically presentation of results include mostly cost-effectiveness (CE) plane, 

tornado diagram, scatter plots, and cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC). CE 

plane presents differences in costs and health outcome for different strategies. 

Tornado diagram presents ICER results from one-way sensitivity analysis. ICER 

results from PSA can be presented using scatter plots on CE plane. Next, a very useful 

approach for presenting ICER results is CEAC. CEAC summarizes ICER results by 

plotting the probability that a vaccination strategy is cost-effective according to a 

range of threshold willingness to pay (WTP). WTP is threshold ICER below which a 

vaccine would be reimbursed [6,9].  

CEA of vaccination is important criterion for decision-making and its 

importance is increasing. In addition, other criteria are playing an important role in 

the decision-making process. Therefore, multi-criteria decision analysis need to be 

included in the decision process. Decision-makers need to be aware of broader effects 

and benefits of vaccination on population for all age groups when deciding on 

vaccination policy [6].  

 

TBDs are one of the most rapidly spreading/expanding infectious diseases worldwide 

in which pathogen (virus, bacterium, protozoa, fungi) transmits from a vertebrate 

host like birds, rodents, or other larger animals to a person during tick feeding [17]. 

The incidence of many TBDs is rising and new foci have appeared mostly due to 

changes in human leisure activities, increasing mobility, changes in agricultural 

habits, climate change on ticks and vertebrate hosts, and increasing number of 

vertebrate hosts and ticks and their shifts in geographical distribution [17]. New tick-
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borne pathogens have been identified like bacteria Borrelia miyamotoi, bacteria 

Borrelia mayonii, Bourbon virus. Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is the most 

commonly reported TBDs in Europe, whereas LB could be considered as an epidemic 

threat worldwide [17]. The incidence of TBDs is likely under-estimated due to weak 

diagnostics and surveillance, therefore the true burden of these diseases is not 

recognized [17]. TBDs vary tremendously in their severity. Some TBDs are also life 

threatening such as human granulocytotropic anaplasmosis, human monocytotropic 

erlichiosis, tick-borne relapsing fever, tularaemia, Rocky Mountain spotted fever [17]. 

Ticks can often transmit more than one pathogen like Borrelia burgdorferi, 

Anaplasma phagocytophilum, babesiosis, Babesia microti, TBE virus [17]. It was 

shown that the course of disease in Lyme patients who are co-infected with Babesia 

microti is more serious and complicated than in patients who are infected with only 

B. burgdorferi (Krause et al. 1996) [17].  

 TBE virus causes TBE, a serious infection of the central nervous system, 

which may lead to long-term or permanent neurological sequelae or even death [18]. 

The infectious organism spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato genospecies 

complex can cause LB. Different pathogenic genopecies cause various manifestation 

of LB that differ between North America and Europe and also within Europe. LB is a 

multi-system infectious disease, patients may suffer both acute and persistent 

manifestations [17]. Therefore, early diagnostic and early proper antibiotic treatment 

is crucial to prevent long term sequelae that may seriously affect patients’ quality of 

life [17]. Only in the USA, very few deaths due to LB have been reported, mostly 

associated with lyme carditis [19].  

Using repellents, protective clothing, avoidance of risk exposure to infected 

ticks, more efficient vector-control strategies and education of the general population 

about TBDs are ways of protection against TBDs [17]. However, more efforts to 

improve prevention against these diseases are needed. Vaccination can be effective 

intervention to protect individuals against TBDs [17]. However, there are no human 

vaccines against TBDs available in the USA. Currently, only vaccines for viral 

infections such as TBE are available [17]. Despite that TBE vaccines are well 

tolerated, safe and efficient, their application is likely under-used to efficiently reduce 

TBE burden at the European level. Therefore, effective, safe, and well tolerable 

vaccines against TBDs are needed. Development of TBDs vaccine faces numerous 

difficulties and obstacles such as diversity of human tick-borne pathogens and their 
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antigenic variation [17]. For example, a huge obstacle in developing LB vaccines 

presents antigenic variation of the LB spirochetes, including the differences between 

LB strains in Europe and the USA [17, Chapter 4]. Currently, huge efforts are 

orientated towards development of novel, improved LB vaccine. For example, 

multivalent OspA vaccines candidates are in the clinical phase of development and 

could effectively protect individuals against LB globally [17]. Studies in mice showed 

that potential anti-tick vaccine based on tick salivary gland proteins obtained from 

Ixodes ricinus could protect individuals not only against LB but also against other 

TBDs [20]. Therefore, potential anti-tick vaccines could be highly cost-effective 

public health intervention [20]. Health economic evaluation is an important tool that 

can help to formulate efficient strategies for prevention and control of diseases to 

reduce their burden. Reducing TBDs’s burden presents a huge public health 

challenge. 

 

Aim of this doctoral thesis 

TBDs reflect an increasing burden and public health concern worldwide. [17]. 

Therefore, efficient strategies for prevention and control of TBDs are needed, likely 

leading to reduction of diseases’ burdens. 

The aim of my doctoral thesis is to evaluate health economics of TBDs, focus 

on TBE and LB, and to evaluate their impact on public health. In particular, 

developing models based on the natural course of these diseases to assess the costs 

and health outcomes and cost-effectiveness of vaccination. Currently, scarcity of 

health economics studies presents an important knowledge gap in the field of TBE 

and LB. Previously, only one study on cost-benefit of vaccination against TBE among 

French Troops, using a decision tree was published in 2005 [21]. Next, burden of TBE 

was expressed only by the incidence and mortality data [18]. Lastly, in the period 

between 1999 and 2002 three studies on cost-effectiveness of vaccination with 

monovalent OspA vaccine against LB only for USA were published [22,23,24]. 

Therefore, this thesis adds novelty and makes an important contribution to the field 

of health economics and cost-effectiveness of vaccination for TBE and LB. Findings 

presented in this thesis can help to improve the guidance for efficient prevention and 

control of these diseases, travel health recommendations, occupational health 

policies, leading likely in reduction of diseases’ burden and improving population 

health. The findings of this thesis can be of high relevance to global public health.  
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Structure of this doctoral thesis 

After this introductory chapter, the thesis begins by describing TBDs. TBDs are 

becoming high public health threat worldwide. Reducing TBDs burden is a huge 

public health challenge. 

Chapter 3 provides a broad overview of TBE, focus on epidemiology, vaccines, 

TBE’s clinical and health economic aspects, given the gap of health economic 

evaluation of TBE and cost-effectiveness of vaccination.  

Chapter 4 provides a broad overview of LB, including epidemiology, the state 

of the science on diagnostic tools, the clinical manifestation of LB and the challenges 

for physicians in the treatment of this disease, describes LB vaccine candidates, given 

the scarcity of cost-effectiveness of LB vaccination.  

In Chapter 5, full burden of TBE, expressed in DALYs is estimated. TBE 

burden in DALYs, including correction for TBE under-estimation is estimated for the 

first time. This study presents a novelty in the field of TBE health economics. The 

disease burden model, calculations of correction factors for TBE and their application 

as done in Chapter 5 reflect an innovative approach in TBE DALYs calculation. TBE 

burden in DALYs has not been specified by the Global Burden of Disease studies. 

Potential strategies to reduce TBE burden are suggested.  

In Chapter 6, cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccination, using a Markov model is 

evaluated. The use of the Markov model to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 

vaccination against TBE is an innovation. Annexes to Chapter 6 provide details on the 

Markov model.  

Chapter 7 provides an overall discussion and conclusions.  
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Abstract 

Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) and Lyme borreliosis (LB) are tick-borne diseases 

(TBDs), and both present an increasing burden worldwide. Vaccination as public 

health intervention could be the most effective way to reduce this burden. TBE 

vaccines are available, but vaccines against LB are still in the phase of development. 

At the European level, TBE vaccines are likely under-administered to effectively 

prevent the disease. Cost-effectiveness of vaccination is a helpful tool in the decision 

making process to include novel vaccines in the national vaccination program or to 

extend current programs, and its role is only increasing. Cost-effectiveness studies on 

TBE vaccines have been performed in Slovenia, Sweden, Finland and Estonia so far. 

Cost-effectiveness studies with the novel vaccines against LB are expected to be 

performed in the near future. 

Keywords: Tick-borne diseases (TBDs) • tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) • Lyme 

borreliosis (LB) • vaccines • cost-effectiveness 
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Tick-borne diseases (TBDs) are one of the most rapidly expanding infectious diseases 

worldwide. Many new human tick-borne pathogens are discovered and several novel 

TBDs are recognized. Therefore, TBDs’ burden may exceed the currently estimated 

burden.[1] TBDs are becoming an increasing public health concern globally.[1]  

Increasing burden of TBDs shows that current available public health 

interventions and approaches are not effective enough. Vaccination could be a very 

effective and highly cost-effective intervention for preventing morbidity of the 

TBDs.[1,2] Whereas vaccines against Lyme borreliosis (LB) have not yet been 

developed, vaccines against tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) are available. Development 

of TBDs’ vaccines faces numerous difficulties and challenges mainly due to diversity 

of human tick borne pathogens. Antigenic variations of the LB spirochetes present an 

enormous obstacle in developing LB vaccines, inclusive the differences between LB 

strains in Europe and the USA.[1] However, recently huge progress in vaccine 

development has been seen for LB. [3] At the moment, no human TBDs’ vaccines are 

licensed in the USA [1]; however, vaccines against TBE are licensed for use in Europe 

and Russia. [4] In 1998, one of two developed monovalent vaccines, based on outer 

surface protein A (OspA), was licensed against LB for the use only in the USA.[5] In 

2002, this vaccine was withdrawn from the USA market, mainly because of safety 

concerns related to potential occurrence of arthritis.[5] Currently, in Europe, huge 

efforts focus on development of a novel multivalent-based OspA vaccine. The risk for 

occurrence of potential arthritis with this novel vaccine seems eliminated.[3] At the 

moment, this novel vaccine potentially presents the most effective future protection 

against LB in the USA, Europe and Asia.[3] Other LB vaccines that include proteins 

such as OspB, OspC or DNA-binding protein HU-alpha are in different stages of 

development.[1] Also, various cocktails of several borrelia outer membrane and tick 

proteins are potential candidates for development of Lyme vaccines.[6] Tick proteins 

may be used for the development of an anti-tick vaccine for effective prevention not 

only against LB but also against other human TBDs in Europe. Notably, vaccination 

with an anti-tick vaccine could be a highly cost-effective public health intervention 

that can reduce the burden of TBDs and therefore their impact on the society.[2] 

 Cost-effectiveness is an important consideration nowadays prior to 

introduction of large-scale vaccination. Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) concerns an 

economic evaluation comparing costs and health outcomes, mostly expressed in 

quality adjusted life years (QALYs), for vaccination versus no vaccination strategies. 
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Results of CEAs are presented as incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs). The 

ICER is calculated as the difference in the cost of vaccination and no vaccination, 

divided by the difference in the health outcomes produced by vaccination and no 

vaccination. CEAs are supportive to government national committees advising on 

vaccination strategies, such as the Dutch Health Council, UK’s Joint Committee on 

Vaccination & Immunization, the Belgium “Knowledge Center” and the “Ständigen 

Impfkommission” at the German Robert Koch Institute, on optimal use and 

reimbursement of new or existing vaccines.  

TBE can affect the central nervous system, which may result in long-

term/permanent neurological sequelae or even death.[4] At the European level, TBE 

presents an increasing public health concern with vaccination against TBE less widely 

used than possible to reduce the disease burden. Cost-effectiveness studies of TBE 

vaccines to support inclusion/expansion of TBE vaccination in national vaccination 

programs against TBE are needed. In 2012, the first study on the cost-effectiveness of 

two licensed Western European vaccines was published, using a Markov model.[7] 

The use of the Markov model for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccination 

was an innovation.[7] The Markov model was developed on the basis of the natural 

course of the disease.[7] Results were expressed in costs per QALY, showing that 

vaccination of adults aged 18–80 is cost-effective (inclusive boosters) from the view 

of the health care payer and even cost saving from the societal perspective in 

Slovenia. [7] The ICER for vaccination amounted to approximately €15,000–20,000 

per QALY gained from the view of the health care payer.[7] The recognition of the 

importance of this study [7] can be seen when considering its impact. Firstly, in the 

Swedish county Sörmland, the County Council used this Markov model for their 

decision about TBE vaccination.[8] Results did not show favorable cost effectiveness 

for all ages.[8,9] Secondly, in Finland, the cost-effectiveness study – using the same 

approach – showed that vaccination brings economic savings from the health care 

payer perspective with specific plausible assumptions on incidence of the disease, and 

respiratory paralysis and on duration of treatment.[10] When the incidence of cases 

of respiratory paralysis would be reduced from 1/3 to 1/9 per year at the same 

incidence of the disease and duration of treatment, vaccination against TBE would 

still be cost-effective with an ICER at €16,000 per QALY gained from the health care 

perspective.[10] Also, for lowered assumptions on disease incidence, vaccination 

against TBE remained cost effective.[10] Only at an incidence of the disease below 
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5/100,000, vaccination could become not cost-effective with an ICER higher than 

€100,000 per QALY gained.[10] Based on this cost-effectiveness study, the TBE 

immunization working group in Finland made a recommendation on vaccination 

against TBE.[10] Thirdly, an Estonian study [11] showed that vaccination of the whole 

population comes with an ICER of €61,000 per QALY gained, using a Markov model. 

Vaccination against TBE for the population ≥50 years is more cost-effective, with an 

ICER of €25,000 per QALY gained from the health care perspective.  

Next to the cost-effectiveness of vaccination against TBE in Slovenia,[7] the 

burden for TBE was measured in disability adjusted life years (DALYs) for the same 

country, using the updated DALYs methodology.[12,13] Notably, corrections for 

under-estimation were taken into account.[12,13] The burden of TBE was not 

previously expressed in DALYs. The burden model was developed based on the health 

outcomes of the natural course of the disease.[12,13] Results of the study showed that 

total DALYs amount to 3,450 [12,13] presenting a relative high burden as measured 

in DALYs compared with estimates for other infectious diseases from the Global 

Burden of Disease 2010 study for Slovenia. High TBE burden presents a public health 

challenge for more efficient policies and actions to reduce 

TBE in Slovenia, inclusive of an extended vaccination campaign in Slovenia. Taking 

into account the fact that in Slovenia and various similar countries, likely very low 

vaccination coverage exists,[14] ample room for improvement exists. Also, 

vaccination can add to a rising awareness about the disease that is proposed to also 

currently reduce the burden of TBE.[12] In Austria, it has been shown that extended 

TBE vaccination can be beneficial from both the health and economic 

perspectives.[15]  

LB, the most common reported TBD, affects mostly the skin, joints, nervous 

system and heart.[16] Especially if LB is left untreated, it may lead to serious 

complications.[16] LB has even been suggested to potentially also be deadly.[1] LB is 

an increasing public health concern in many parts of the USA, across Europe and 

globally. Only in the USA, some studies on cost-effectiveness of vaccination with 

monovalent OspA vaccine against LB were performed, showing that the vaccine could 

be cost-effective at high risks of infection.[17–19] However, no cost-effectiveness 

studies with LB vaccines have been performed in Europe.[20]  

CEA is crucial to support decision-making and guiding the choices to be made 

in the allocation of resources, as well as to determine strategic planning priorities. 
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Further research on cost effectiveness of vaccines against TBDs is needed, in 

particular regarding upcoming LB vaccines. Currently, such studies are being 

planned. With TBDs being a serious public health concern, awareness of TBDs and 

increasing knowledge about TBDs among the general population remain important. 

Increasing investment in research, development and implementation of novel TBDs 

vaccines can crucially add to this, to further reduce the diseases’ burden and 

ultimately lead to substantial health benefits and financial returns. 
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Abstract 

Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) disease is an increasing burden not only locally but 

also globally. In most endemic countries, vaccination coverage is too low to reduce 

the TBE burden significantly; however, vaccination is the most effective protection 

against TBE, with various vaccines currently available. In spite of rising awareness of 

TBE, little attention is directed toward the health economics of the disease. The 

purpose of the present review is to compile information on TBE and its explicit 

clinical and economical aspects. Given the scarcity of studies, the authors conclude 

that more attention is needed for health economics of TBE. Notably, this would help 

establish guidance on efficient policies for TBE prevention, reduce disease burden 

and achieve population health benefits. 

 

Keywords: Health economics • tick-borne encephalitis • vaccination • vaccines 
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Three genetically closely related subtypes of the tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) 

cause TBE; that is, the European, Siberian and Far-Eastern subtypes [1]. The 

European subtype of the virus is mostly found in Europe, the Siberian subtype occurs 

mainly in the Urals, Siberia and Far-Eastern Russian provinces and the Far-Eastern 

subtype is prevalent in Far-Eastern Russia, China and Japan [1,2]. All three subtypes 

co-circulate in the Baltic states and Finland [3,4]. The tick Ixodes ricinus is the main 

transmitter of the European, whereas I. persulcatus spreads the two other subtypes 

[1,5]. Next to being directly tick-borne and tick-transmitted, TBEV can also be 

transmitted by unpasteurized dairy products [5].  

TBE is a serious viral infectious disease of the CNS, which may lead to long-

term or permanent neurological sequelae or even death [6]. Sequelae of the disease 

may affect the patients’ quality of life and may require changes in their lifestyle [6]. 

Course of the disease, disease severity and fatality because of TBE depend on virus 

subtypes [1]. Disease caused by the Far-Eastern subtype of the virus is usually severe, 

frequently with encephalitic symptoms and mortality rates between 5 and 35% [1]. 

Disease with the Siberian subtype is less severe, with a tendency to develop chronic 

infection with diverse neurological symptoms and mortality rates between 1 and 3% 

[1]. The European subtype of the virus usually causes a biphasic course of the disease 

[1]. The first stage of the disease is characterized by symptoms similar to flu and the 

second stage of the disease often manifests as meningitis, meningoencephalitis or 

meningoencephalomyelitis [1]. Mortality rate due to TBE in adults caused by 

European subtype of virus is less than 2% [1].  

In many parts of Europe, Asian Russia, Siberia and the Far East, the incidence 

is increasing and new foci have appeared because of increasing mobility, changes in 

lifestyle, human leisure activities, agricultural practices and effects of climate changes 

on vectors and reservoir hosts [2,7]. TBE is becoming a high burden locally as well as 

globally. It is believed that the incidence of TBE is underestimated [1,2,7] and the true 

burden of TBE can therefore not be known [8]. Yet recently, the real burden 

measured in disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) was estimated for Slovenia, 

inclusive of correction for underestimation, to show the full burden of the disease in 

this Central European country [9].  

Currently, national guidelines, specific recommendations and public-health 

interventions for prevention and control of TBE differ between countries and even 

within one country [10]. However, consistently in most endemic countries, 
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vaccination coverage is very low and inefficient to adequately reduce the TBE burden 

[11,12]. Yet, TBE vaccines are safe, efficacious and well tolerated and present the only 

real option of effective and successful prevention [2,13,14]. Currently, four registered 

vaccines exist: FSME-Immun® (Baxter, Vienna, Austria) and Encepur®(Novartis 

Vaccines, Marburg, Germany) are based on the European subtype and are used 

mainly in Europe (further referred to as Western European vaccines), whereas the 

TBE-Moscow vaccine® (Chumakov Institute, Moscow, Russia) and EnceVir® 

(Scientific Production Association Microgen, Tomsk, Russia) are based on the Far-

Eastern subtype and are used mainly in Russia (further referred to as Russian 

vaccines) [2,14]. Ways to protect against the disease is wearing suitable clothes and 

shoes, using repellents, avoiding tick-infected areas and consuming adequately 

pasteurized dairy products. However, vaccination is the most effective and potentially 

most successful route to prevent TBE [12] and thus reducing the burden of TBE.  

Slovenia is an endemic country with a high incidence rate of TBE and low 

vaccination coverage [2,11]. TBE causes high costs for healthcare insurances and the 

society because of hospitalization and frequent long-term and permanent 

neurological sequelae [2]. One recent cost–effectiveness study of vaccination was 

directed at Slovenia [15]. In many countries, including Slovenia, cost–effectiveness of 

vaccines represents an important criterion for inclusion in national immunization 

programs. Therefore, also for Slovenia, an economic evaluation on TBE vaccination 

was clearly needed to help decide whether TBE vaccination could be included into the 

national immunization program. The cost–effectiveness of TBE vaccination for adults 

was evaluated for Slovenia, using a Markov model constructed on the basis of the 

natural history of the disease [15]. The results were shown as the cost per quality-

adjusted life year (QALY) gained of vaccination from the view of the healthcare payer 

and the society [15]. On the basis of the study [15], Slovenia took a positive decision 

on the inclusion of the vaccine in the national program. Also, based on the study [15] 

and applying its model [15], the County Council of Sornland in Sweden decided 

positively on vaccination against TBE [16]. Also other countries are encouraged to 

evaluate the cost–effectiveness of TBE vaccination [14], so that health authorities 

decision making on programmatic vaccination can be adequately informed by 

analyses of the cost–effectiveness in those countries as well.  

Even though awareness about TBE is increasing, too little attention seems to 

be oriented toward health economics of the disease. Yet, such studies can help to 
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formulate more specific guidelines for efficient prevention and control of TBE to 

reduce the disease burdens locally and globally. The purpose of the present review is 

to compile information on TBE and its health economic aspects. 

 

Epidemiology 

TBE is endemic in areas from Alsace-Lorraine and Scandinavia to the North-Eastern 

parts of China and Northern Japan [2,17,18,19]. Surveillance in TBE endemic areas is 

based mostly on the number of TBE reported cases [18,19]. Within Europe, Slovenia, 

Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Russia are countries with the highest incidence of TBE 

reported cases [2,20]. Between 2005 and 2009, the incidence rate in the whole 

country of TBE reported cases per 100,000 population was 14.07 in Slovenia, 11.10 in 

Estonia, 10.59 in Lithuania, 8.76 in Latvia, 7.02 in the Czech Republic, 2.15 in 

Switzerland, 1.99 in Sweden, 1.16 in Slovakia and 0.94 in Austria (relatively low 

because of high proportions already vaccinated populations [19]; notably, 6.02 in the 

nonvaccinated population) [21]. Lower incidence rates are found in some other 

countries: 0.66 in Poland, 0.60 in Hungary, 0.44 in Germany and 0.39 in Finland 

[19]. Russia not only has areas of high incidence of TBE reported cases but also large 

nonendemic areas [19]. In 2006, the national average incidence rate was 2.44, but in 

Siberia the incidence was more than 5-times higher, including some areas where it 

was even 10-times higher than the national average [2,18]. High incidence rates of 

TBE were also reported from North-West Russia [18,19].  

In his studies [18,19], Süss described the epidemiological overview of TBE in 

Europe, the Far East and Asia. He presented the number of TBE reported cases in 

endemic countries, such as Austria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, 

Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden and Switzerland, as well as in the non-European 

TBE endemic countries China, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Japan, South Korea and 

Kyrgyzstan in different time periods of observation, described fluctuations in TBE 

cases and emergence of new TBE foci. Between 1990 and 2007, a total of 157,584 TBE 

reported cases were documented in Europe. Of these, 50,486 reported cases were 

registered in Europe without Russia [18]. Between 1976 and 1989, a total of 38,572 

TBE reported cases were documented in Europe, and of these, 20,328 TBE cases 

were reported in Europe without Russia [18]. The comparison of these two periods 

shows an increase in TBE reported cases over 300% in Europe and almost 200% in 
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Europe without Russia [18]. Since 1990, the number of TBE reported cases has 

drastically increased [18], partially because of the introduction of mandatory 

reporting of TBE cases in some countries, better surveillance and improved diagnosis, 

particularly in the less developed countries of Europe, where the health systems have 

improved substantially over these years [2]. As indicated, one exception referred to 

Austria where the number of TBE reported cases has decreased with an increase in 

vaccination coverage [21–24].  

The number of TBE cases fluctuates annually between and within countries 

[18,19]. In 2006, 7424 TBE cases were reported in Europe and 3914 in Europe 

without Russia, while in 2007 the number of reported TBE cases fell to 5462 in 

Europe and 2364 in Europe without Russia [18]. This corresponds to a reduction of 

60% [18]. From 2006 to 2007, a decrease in the number of TBE reported cases was 

seen in almost all European countries except in Sweden, Norway and Hungary, where 

the number of TBE reported cases further increased and in Latvia where no changes 

in the number of TBE reported cases was observed [18]. Furthermore, for the Czech 

Republic, Germany, Poland, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Switzerland, the 

number of TBE reported cases for 2008 was the same as for 2007 [18]. Annual TBE 

fluctuations are a well-known phenomenon as described both by Mantke et al. [25] 

and Heinz et al. [21]. Fluctuations in TBE cases may be caused by several factors, of 

which the most important are behavioral and environmental changes [26].  

Consistently, over the past years, endemic areas have spread north- and 

westward in Europe and within already affected countries [27]. New foci have 

emerged in Denmark [28], Finland [4,19], Sweden [29], Norway [30], Austria [31], 

Germany [32], Switzerland [33], Slovakia [34], Russia/Siberia [34] and Romania [8]. 

TBE endemic areas are also expanding to higher altitudes as reported for Austria [35] 

and for the Czech Republic [36]. The spread of endemic areas is expected to continue 

further to currently still nonendemic areas [37]. 

Furthermore, TBE spread was illustrated in recent findings of Süss [34], 

comparing the number of TBE reported cases between 1991 and 2000 with those 

between 2001 and 2010, showing an increase of TBE reported cases by approximately 

100% in Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Finland and Norway) and 144% in Central 

European countries (Czech Republic, Germany, Switzerland and Poland). Yet, 

decreases were reported for the Baltics states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) by 65% 

and by 42% in Russia [34].  
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In non-European endemic countries, such as China, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, 

Japan, South Korea and Kyrgyzstan, the epidemiological picture is not reliable, 

mainly because of inaccurate reporting of TBE, diagnostics not being performed 

regularly and very low awareness of the disease [19].  

Yet, TBE is well-known to be endemic in China, with endemic foci having been 

identified mostly in the North- Eastern North-Western and South-Western parts of 

the country [19]. Notably, main endemic areas are in the province of Heilongjiang 

[19]. From 1980 to 1998, 2202 TBE cases were registered; however, absolute 

numbers of TBE cases are not representative because TBE is not a notifiable disease 

in China and cross reactivity with other flaviviruses, especially Japanese Encephalitis 

virus, hampers proper diagnosis [19,38]. In Kazakhstan, endemic areas are identified 

in the eastern parts of the country and in the region of Almaty. From 2004 to 2009, 

in total, 245 TBE cases were reported in Kazakhstan [19]. However, it is believed that 

this number is significantly affected by underreporting [19]. In Mongolia, some 

endemic areas were described closely to the Russian border, in the North of the 

country, in the provinces of Selenga and Bulgan and around the capital city 

Ulanbataar [39]. In 2008, the first patient died with a formal diagnosis of TBEV 

meningoencephalitis. The TBEV was isolated from the brain and was identified as 

genetically closest related to the Far-Eastern subtype of virus [39,40]. In Japan, in 

1993 one TBE case was reported from the southern part of Hokkaido. TBEV 

serosurveys in domestic animals and virus isolations from ticks also suggested TBE 

foci in Hokkaido [19,41]. In South Korea, TBEV has been isolated from ticks 

(Haemaphysalis longicornis, I. nipponensis) in several regions and surprisingly was 

found to be the European subtype of virus [42]. In Kyrgyzstan, TBE cases have not 

been reported yet [19].  

Although it is believed that the incidence of TBE is underestimated, the 

epidemiological overview on TBE in Europe, the Far East and Asia presented by Süss 

demonstrates the importance of TBE from the individual as well as the healthcare 

perspective even at its currently measured level [18].  

Surveillance and notification schemes are not uniform, not always mandatory 

and affect the incidence and prevalence estimates of disease in endemic areas [1,25]. 

Surveillance of TBE endemic areas based on TBE cases is not reliable because the 

number of TBE reported cases do not adequately reflect prevalence of TBEV and, 

therefore, the risk of infection [18,19]. This is illustrated by a high vaccination 
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coverage in Austria and a low number of TBE reported cases, while a significant risk 

of infection still exists [8,23]. Although TBE was already mandatorily notifiable in 16 

EU/EEA countries in 2011 [25], numbers of TBE reported cases are not fully 

comparable between endemic countries, because of significant differences in the 

quality and quantity of the diagnostics, case definitions and reporting in different 

endemic countries [1,25,43]. Many countries with mandatory notification use a case 

definition based on clinical and laboratory data; however, these definitions vary 

between countries [19]. Some endemic countries, such as Switzerland, Russia, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Slovakia and Norway, do not have a formal case definition at all [19]. 

Therefore, the overall epidemiology and burden of TBE at the European level remains 

unclear [43]. From 2012 onward, TBE is a notifiable disease in the EU with a new 

common case definition to allow comparability of numbers of TBE reported cases 

between countries, to improve knowledge about the disease and to provide better 

mapping of the disease, thus providing a clearer view on the epidemiology of the virus 

and the corresponding burden of TBE [43].  

 

Burden measured in DALYs 

Mostly, the disease burden is expressed in terms of the incidence [2,10]. However, the 

burden of the disease can be better estimated by DALYs, which integrate data on 

incidence/prevalence, mortality, seriousness of disease and sequelae and, therefore, 

give a more comprehensive insight into the burden of the disease than, for example, 

incidence alone [44]. According to the WHO, DALYs are defined as lost years of 

healthy life [45].  

In the report of the Dutch National Institute of Public Health & the 

Environment, it was shown that the relative burden measured in DALYs is different 

when compared with the relative burden measured just by incidence or mortality data 

for seven selected infectious diseases (influenza, measles, HIV, campylobacteriosis, 

infection with enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli, salmonellosis and tuberculosis) in 

selected European countries [44]. Notably, for these diseases, the incidence is not 

considered to provide an overall and complete view of the burden of the disease [44]; 

this is likely similar for TBE.  

In 2014, the burden of TBE measured in DALYs was estimated for Slovenia, by 

using the updated DALYs methodology first introduced by Murray et al. in the Global 

Burden of Disease project [9]. According to the methodology of Murray et al., DALYs 
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are sum of the number of life years lost due to premature death and the number of 

life years lost due to disability, weighted with a factor between 0 (perfect health) and 

1 (death) that reflects the severity of the disability [45]. The DALYs calculations for 

Slovenia were based on the health outcomes of the natural course of TBE [9]. 

Corrections for under-ascertainment and underreporting were included to show the 

true burden of the disease [9]. The study showed that from the population 

perspective total DALYs amount to 3450, while from the individual perspective, they 

amount to 3.1 per case [9]. It was concluded that TBE presents a relatively high 

burden from both these perspectives in Slovenia and that the neurological sequelae 

have the largest impact on the overall TBE burden [9].  

Burden of TBE expressed in QALYs, taking into account both the quantity and 

quality of life for the whole population [46], was also calculated for adults in Slovenia 

using a Markov model [15]. Notably, the exact scope of the study was discussed in 

letter [47]. Findings of these DALY and QALY studies [9,46] showed that the burden 

of TBE in Slovenia is centered in adults, with age having a strong influence on TBE 

burden. The exact course of TBE and case fatality depend on various components; for 

example, increasing severity of disease with increasing age and death risk depending 

on virus subtypes, resulting in differences in specific estimates of DALYs and QALYs. 

QALYs and DALYs reflect criteria, next to various others, that can be used for 

effective planning and prioritizing of limited public health resources [44].  

 

Diagnosis 

All three human pathogenic subtypes of TBEV can cause TBE with a wide spectrum of 

symptoms, from subclinical to biphasic courses, characterized by a first stage with 

symptoms similar to flu, followed by an asymptomatic period and in approximately 

one-third of cases, a second stage of the disease characterized with CNS involvement 

[1]. The second stage of TBE manifests with signs of meningitis, meningoencephalitis 

or meningoencephalomyelitis and the appearance of specific antibodies in the serum 

and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [1]. Routine laboratory diagnosis of TBE is mainly 

based on detection of specific antibodies by serological methods, usually ELISA [48–

50]. However, reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) techniques, based on TBEV 

detection, can also be valuable tools for TBE diagnosis [49,50].  

In the first stage of the disease, TBE can be diagnosed by TBEV isolation from 

the blood or by virus RNA detection in blood or CSF, using RT-PCR techniques [48]. 
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During the second stage of the disease, CNS complications occur and most patients 

are hospitalized [48]. IgM and IgG antibodies appear at the same time with the 

occurrence of the neurological symptoms [48]. These antibodies can be detected in 

serum or CSF by serological methods, using ELISA, neutralization tests or 

immunofluorescence assay [49]. During the second stage of the disease, the TBEV 

isolation and the RT-PCR techniques are only of limited value for TBE diagnosis 

because TBEV may not be present anymore in the blood and CSF [48].  

Yet, RT-PCR techniques can be valuable for the early diagnosis of TBE in the 

first stage of the disease, early differentiation of TBEV infections from other tick-

transmitted infections (Lyme borreliosis, anaplasmosis), discrimination among TBEV 

subtypes, as well as for those patients where antibodies are not detectable [49,50]. 

These techniques are important for epidemiological studies [50]. In fatal cases, RT-

PCR techniques can be used for TBEV detection from the brain and other organs [47].  

IgM antibodies may persist for many weeks after TBEV infection or after the 

first and second TBE vaccination [2]. Without information on history of TBE 

vaccinations, positive serological findings caused by recent vaccination may lead 

clinicians to suspect TBE also in cases of non-TBEV-related CNS manifestations [2]. 

Therefore, confirmation of the diagnosis of TBE by detection of IgG antibodies is 

recommended, but it is necessary to monitor increased IgG titers 1–2 weeks later as 

well, which is rarely performed [49].  

The major limitation of ELISA is that cross-reacting antibodies in IgG ELISA 

might be shown in persons who were previously exposed to other flaviviruses through 

infections or vaccination, potentially leading to false-positive results [2,48,49]. This is 

an increasing problem in Europe because many people travel to countries where 

other flavivirus are endemic [48]. In persons where cross-reacting antibodies are 

suspected, a highly specific neutralization test that requires specialized laboratories 

for detection of TBEV is recommended [2,14,49]. Although PCR techniques are very 

valuable methods for TBEV diagnosis, they are not used much in practice [50].  

 

Vaccines 

The outbreaks of the disease in the former Soviet Union presented huge public health 

concerns in 1937, and the first vaccine against TBE was prepared from the mouse 

brain around that time [14]. The first generation of vaccines was efficacious, but it 
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caused frequent adverse events, which stimulated the development of modern, more 

purified and safe vaccines [13,14,37].  

These modern vaccines are the Western European vaccines FSME-Immun and 

Encepur, both based on the European subtype of virus, the Russian TBE-Moscow 

vaccine, EnceVir [2,14,37] and the Chinese vaccine (Changchun Institute of Biological 

Products, China) [38]; all three are based on the Far-Eastern subtype of virus [2,51]. 

Notably, on the composition, safety, efficacy of the Chinese vaccine, only very little is 

published (and this vaccine will not be addressed anymore below).  

Western European and Russian vaccines are produced according to the WHO 

manufacturing requirements, with all TBE vaccines containing formalin-inactivated 

TBEV and aluminium hydroxide as an adjuvant [2]. The use of different stabilizers 

and different strains of TBEV reflect the main differences among these four vaccines 

in the production process [2]. The stabilizer used in FSME-Immun and TBE-Moscow 

vaccine is human albumin, and sucrose is used as a stabilizer in Encepur and Encevir. 

FSME-Immun is based on the Neudoörfl strain and Encepur is based on the K23 

strain of TBEV. The TBE-Moscow vaccine is based on the Sofjin strain and EnceVir 

on the 205 strain of TBEV [2].  

Western European vaccines are used in adults and children aged ≥1 years [14]. 

Registration schedules require a primary series of three doses for both Western 

European vaccines [14]. Conventional schedules require the second dose being 

administered 1–3 months after the first and the third dose 5–12 months after the 

second (for Encepur the third dose is given 9–12 months after the second) [14]. 

‘Accelerated’ or ‘rapid’ schedules for both Western European vaccines are used in 

case of emergency mainly for travelers and armed forces, but still require at least 3 

weeks to establish protection against TBE [52,53]. The ‘accelerated’ schedule requires 

the second dose to be given 14 days after the first, and the third dose is given 5–12 

months after the second (for Encepur 9–12 months) [14]. The ‘rapid’ schedule for 

Encepur requires the second dose after the 7 days, the third dose after 21 days and the 

fourth dose 12–18 months after the third [14]. For both Western European vaccines, 

the manufacturers recommend the first booster to be given 3 years after the primary 

series and subsequent boosters at intervals of 5 years for persons below 50 or 60 

years of age [14]. For persons aged 50 or ≥60 years, it is recommended that 

subsequent booster intervals do not exceed 3 years [37,53–62], based on the fact that 

persons aged 50 or ≥60 years develop relatively lower antibody titers [63]. However, 
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recommended intervals for subsequent booster doses vary by age and countries [64]. 

Currently, no standardized recommendations for booster intervals are available and 

adequate immunosenescence remains a challenge [14]. In Austria, 3-year intervals 

are recommended for persons aged ≥60 years [14]. In Switzerland, booster intervals 

of 10 years are recommended after the first three doses [65]. Extended booster 

intervals can be important for reducing costs of vaccination and improving patients’ 

compliance [14].  

The Russian vaccines are used in adults and children aged ≥3 years [14]. 

Conventional schedules have the second dose 1–7 months after the first dose for the 

TBE-Moscow vaccine and for Encevir the second dose is given 5–7 month after the 

first dose [2]. For both Russian vaccines, the third dose is given 12 months after the 

second dose [2]. The first booster is given 3 years after the third dose, and subsequent 

boosters are recommended at 3-year intervals [2] For Encevir, there is also a ‘rapid’ 

schedule, where a second double dose is given 1–2 months after the first dose [2]. The 

third double dose is required 1–3 months after the second double dose [2]. A fourth 

dose is given after 6–12 months after the third double dose and first booster is given 3 

years after the fourth dose and subsequent boosters are recommended at 3-years 

interval [2]. Vaccination schedules for TBE vaccines are presented in TABLES 1 & 2.  

 

Table 1. Conventional schedule for TBE vaccines.  
 
 Primary series First 

booster 
Subsequent 
boosters 

 First dose Second dose Third dose   
FSME-Immun® Index date 1-3 months  5-12 months  3 years 5 (3) yearsa 
Encepur® Index date 1-3 months  9-12 months  3 years 5 (3) yearsb 
TBE-Moscow 
vaccine® 

Index date  1-7 months  12 months  3 years 3 years 

Encevir® Index date 5-7 months  12 months  3 years 3 years 
 

For patients aged ≥50 or 60 years, it is recommended by the manufacturers that subsequent booster intervals do not exceed 3 years. 

a For patients aged ≥60 years, the 3 years interval is recommended. 

b For patients aged ≥50 years, the 3 years interval is recommended. 

TBE: Tick-borne encephalitis 
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Table 2. »Accelerated« and »rapid« schedules for TBE vaccines.  
 
 Primary series First  

booster 
Subsequent  
boosters 

 First dose Second dose Third dose Fourth dose   
Accelerated schedule 
FSME-
Immun® 

Index date 14 days  5-12 months  / 3 years 5 (3) yearsa 

Encepur® Index date 14 days  9-12 months  / 3 years 5 (3) yearsb 
Rapid schedule 
Encepur® Index date 7 days  21 days  12-18 months  3 years 5 (3) yearsb 
Encevir® Index date c1-2 months  c1-3 months  6-12 months  3 years 3 years 
 

For patients aged ≥50 or 60 years, it is recommended by the manufacturers that subsequent booster intervals do not exceed 3 years. 

a For patients aged ≥60 years, the 3 years interval is recommended. 

b For patients aged ≥50 years, the 3 years interval is recommended. 

c For Encevir® the second and the third doses are doubled.  

 

Safety 

According to the Cochrane review [13] and the WHO position paper [14], TBE 

vaccines are safe. Side effects were common for all TBE vaccines, but none were 

severe or life-threatening [13,14]. This is stated by other studies as well [13,22,64,66–

75], although there is relatively little data available for the Russian vaccines to 

support that [2,14]. According to the Russian National Regulatory Authority, both 

Russian vaccines are safe and well tolerated [2,14]. However, in both 2010 and 2011, 

EnceVir was associated with high fever and allergic reactions, particularly in children. 

Currently, EnceVir is not recommended for vaccination of children below the age of 

17 years [14].  

 

Immunogenicity 

The efficacy of TBE vaccines is determined based on their immunogenicity, measured 

by the induction of protective antibodies [2]. Protective antibodies appear after TBE 

vaccination, and serological tests such as ELISA, neutralization test or 

hemagglutination inhibition are used for antibody detection [2,48]. Both Western 

European and Russian vaccines are reported to be highly immunogenic [2]; however, 

data on TBE vaccines’ immunogenicity are not directly comparable because there is 

no international standardized test of immunogenicity [2]. Numerous observational 

studies as well as randomized controlled trials confirm the strong immunogenicity 

after the primary series of currently available TBE vaccines 

[13,22,23,56,57,68,70,74,76–84]. More data on immunogenicity are available for the 

Western European vaccines than for the Russian vaccines [14].  
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Several observational studies demonstrated the duration of protection to be 3 

years and above after the primary series of currently available vaccines in adults and 

children [58,72,85,86,86]. Findings by Schosser et al. [79] suggest that extended 

intervals between the first two or three vaccinations with Western European vaccines 

do not deteriorate the success of the subsequent vaccination. According to recent 

studies by Schosser et al. [87] and Askling et al. [88] single vaccination with FSME-

Immun resulted in adequate TBEV antibody titers in the majority of subjects, in 

which the intervals after the last vaccination was longer than recommended. These 

data suggest that subjects with irregular vaccination histories can attain protection 

after a single catch-up vaccination and do not need to repeat the primary vaccination 

course. In addition, although Heinz et al. [21] reported high field effectiveness in 

irregularly vaccinated people, the field effectiveness in regularly vaccinated people 

was found to be superior with high statistical significance.  

 

Field effectiveness 

In 1981, an extended vaccination campaign was launched in Austria, with subsequent 

implementation of a universal vaccination program [23]. Vaccination coverage of 

persons receiving at least one dose of vaccine increased from 6% at the beginning of 

the program to 88% in 2006, leading to drastic reductions in TBE [22,23]. Studies on 

field effectiveness in Austria between 1994 and 2001 showed effectiveness of 96 and 

100% after two and three doses of FSME-Immun, respectively [23]. Studies on field 

effectiveness of TBE vaccination in Austria between 2000 and 2006 showed the 

overall effectiveness in regularly vaccinated persons at 99% with no statistically 

significant differences between age groups [22]. In Austria, both Western European 

vaccines are available, but FSME-Immun is predominately used. The general notion 

is that both Western European vaccines can be used interchangeably [64]. Therefore, 

studies on field effectiveness of TBE vaccination are generally considered 

representative for both Western European vaccines [2]. During the period between 

2000 and 2006, about 2800 TBE cases and 20 deaths were prevented by vaccination 

[22].  

In their recent study, Heinz et al. [21] compared incidences in the highly 

endemic countries of the Czech Republic, Slovenia and Austria to estimate potential 

effectiveness of increasing vaccination coverage in Austria. For all three countries, 

extensive annual and longer range fluctuations and shifts in distributions of patients 
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were found, suggesting major variations and complex interplay of factors influencing 

risk for exposure to the TBEV [21]. On the basis of these findings, they projected a 

strong decline in TBE incidence for Austria to about 16% of that of the prevaccination 

area because of vaccination [21]. The incidence in the nonvaccinated population 

would remain as high as it was during the prevaccination era [21]. In addition, it was 

shown that the field effectiveness of TBE vaccination in regularly vaccinated patients 

could be estimated at 96–99% [21]. During 2000–2011, vaccination was estimated to 

have prevented more than 4000 TBE cases and 15 to 30 deaths caused by TBE in 

Austria [21].  

In the highly endemic Sverdlovsk region in Russia, vaccination against TBE 

has been mandatory since 1995, and a mass vaccination program was initiated in 

1996 [81,89]. Since 2001, TBE vaccination has been obligatory for children aged ≥7 

years and since 2008 for individuals aged ≥15 months [81,89]. Vaccination coverage 

increased from 35% at the beginning of the program to 88% in 2010, resulting in 

decreasing TBE and death caused by TBE [81,89]. Mandatory vaccination has 

prevented an estimated 3300 TBE cases, 63 deaths caused by TBE and 600 cases of 

disability [81,89].   

 

Duration of protection & booster dose 

Long-term serological studies show very low rates of waning of protective antibodies 

titers during first 3–5 years after the booster following the primary series with both 

Western European vaccines [90]. This demonstrates long-term antibody persistence 

following booster vaccination [2]. In 2009, an Austrian study indicated that 

protection against TBE persists for at least 6 years following a booster vaccination 

[73]. Increasing age has been shown to be associated with infection, as the immune 

system is weaker and elderly are more susceptible to infection [73,91]. Signs of 

immunosenescence, reflected by significantly lower antibody levels, were detected 

not only in patients aged >60 years but also in the age group between 50 and 60 years 

[91]. In the case of TBE vaccination, TBE antibody titers are significantly lower in the 

elderly, suggesting that risks of antibody levels declining below the threshold of 

protection are higher in elderly [91]. In the study by Aberle et al. [92], it was shown 

that the number of antigen-specific memory B cells induced by primary vaccination 

was about threefold lower in the elderly and also the antibody response per memory 

B cell after revaccination was strongly reduced. However, according to a recent study 
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by Stiasny et al. [93], healthy elderly people are able to produce antibodies in 

response to TBE vaccination with similar avidity and functional activity as young 

individuals, although at lower titers. WHO recommends regular booster doses 

according to the recommended vaccination intervals for the age group >50 years until 

more information becomes available [14]. Also, regular antibody titer controls in 

elderly are advisable [73].  

In 2013, one other Austrian study showed that 8 years after booster 

vaccination, seroprotection rate was still 87% [91]. However, between 8 and 10 years 

after booster vaccination, high percentages of persons lost protective antibody titers, 

with levels declining below the threshold of protection, implying the need for a 

booster dose [91]. Data on persistence of antibodies levels beyond 3 years are not 

available for Russian vaccines [37].  

 

Cross-protection 

In mouse models, Western European and Russian vaccines show mutual cross-

neutralization and protection against all three TBEV subtypes [37]; yet, clinical 

documentation is scarce [94]. In vivo mouse studies and in vitro studies by Hayasaka 

et al. [95] showed that FSME-Immun induces protection against all three subtypes of 

the virus. In 2007, Leonova et al. [96] concluded that Encepur for adults induces 

protection against European and the Far-Eastern subtypes of virus. In 2009, the 

same authors concluded that all TBE vaccines induced protection against the Far-

Eastern subtype of the virus [83]. In 2011, it was concluded by Orlinger et al. [97] that 

FSME-Immun showed equally efficacious protection against the European, Siberian 

and Far-Eastern subtypes of virus. Further support for this conclusion was presented 

by Fritz et al. [98]. Western European vaccines can be interchanged; however, no 

such clinical evidence exists for the Russian vaccines [37]. 

 

Vaccination coverage 

National guidelines, recommendations and public health interventions for prevention 

and control of TBE differ between countries and even within one country [10]. It has 

been documented that public health interventions in Austria and Sverdlovsk 

successfully increased vaccination coverage, and that TBE cases have correspondingly 

reduced significantly [22,23,81,89]. Within Europe, Latvia was one of the countries 

with the highest number of TBE cases for many years [99]. Currently, Latvia is one of 
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the European countries with the highest vaccination coverage [8]. After 1999, 

numbers of TBE reported cases were decreasing because of intensive vaccination, 

while the vaccination coverage was increasing and reaching up to 39% for the whole 

population in 2009 and up to 22% in children nationwide, with maxima up to 77% in 

highly endemic regions. TBE cases in children, as percentage of all cases, decreased 

from 12.5% in 2001 to 3.6% in 2010, mainly because of recommendations and 

implementations within the national vaccination program for children [8]. In 

Switzerland, booster intervals of 10 years are recommended to increase TBE 

vaccination coverage [14]. However, the impact of this measure on TBE incidence has 

still to be seen with time.  

In some endemic countries with high TBE incidence, vaccination coverage is 

too low to control the disease effectively [12]. In 2006, vaccination coverage in terms 

of persons receiving one or two doses of vaccine was 6% in Lithuania, 11% in the 

Czech Republic, 12% in Sweden, 13% in Germany, 13% in Switzerland and 14% in 

Estonia [100]. In 2007, increases in vaccination coverage in Switzerland up to 17% 

were seen [11]. In 2008, increased vaccination coverage was seen in Estonia up to 

20%, Sweden up to 13% and Lithuania up to 10% [11]. In 2009, vaccination coverage 

in the Czech Republic was 16% and Slovenia 13% [11]. Therefore, these rates are 

relatively low compared with other vaccines and ample room for improvement still 

exists.  

 

Economic burden & cost–effectiveness of vaccination 

In 1981, an extended vaccination campaign was started under the national universal 

vaccination program in Austria [23]. Interventions increased vaccination coverage 

and correspondingly reduced the number of TBE cases [22]. In 1993, the economic 

benefits of vaccination were evaluated [101]. The total economic benefits of 

vaccination campaigns in Austria between 1981 and 1990 was evaluated at €24 

million1 through reducing costs for inpatients care, loss of productivity and 

premature retirement. Similarly, the estimated economic benefits of vaccination 

campaigns between 1991 and 2000 were €60 million1 [101]. Also, it was estimated 

that the TBE vaccine may be cost–effective in Austria and potentially other countries 

where TBE is widespread and highly endemic [101]. In 2003, it was concluded by 

Kunz [23] that TBE will no longer be a public health problem in Austria if the 

universal national vaccination program is continued. In 2005, cost–benefit of 
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vaccination against TBE among French troops was calculated using a decision tree 

[102]. The results were shown as the net costs (saved) calculated as the difference in 

vaccination program costs and costs prevented by vaccination [102]. Results 

demonstrate that the net benefit is negative [102]. It was concluded that the 

vaccination program against TBE for French military personnel should not be 

implemented [102].  

In 2012, a study on the cost–effectiveness of TBE vaccination in Slovenia was 

undertaken, using a Markov model for the natural course of TBE [15]. The results 

were shown as the incremental cost–effectiveness ratios calculated as the difference 

in the cost of vaccination and no vaccination, divided by the difference in the QALYs 

corresponding to vaccination and no vaccination, respectively [15]. Analyses were 

performed from the views of both the healthcare payer and the society [15]. Results 

illustrate that vaccination against TBE is cost–effective for adults from the healthcare 

payer’s perspective, whereas from the societal perspective vaccination brings overall 

economic savings in Slovenia [15]. Findings of the study [15] also demonstrated that 

costs of hospitalization increase with the age and TBE may be considered to cause 

relatively high costs for both the healthcare insurance and the society as a whole in 

Slovenia. 

 

Expert commentary 

TBE is a CNS disease that may result in long-term or permanent neurological 

sequelae and death. These neurological sequelae can impair patients’ quality of life 

and require changes in their lifestyle. TBE is a spreading/emerging infectious disease 

and new foci are appearing and will further appear in the future, both in countries 

already affected and in ‘new’ countries. It is believed that incidence of TBE is 

underestimated. TBE presents an increasing burden, not only locally but also 

globally. Raising awareness of TBE, its consequences and the benefits of TBE 

vaccination in endemic as well as nonendemic countries, among travellers, 

professionals working outdoors and their employers is extremely important.  

 

1In the original study [101], costs are expressed in Austrian Schillings (ATS). In the present 
review, these costs are converted to Euros (€), using the conversion calculator, available from 
www.unitconversion.org/eu-currency/austrian-schillings-to-euros-conversion.html [Last 
accessed August 2014]. 
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Awareness may help to increase coverage of vaccination and so reduce the disease 

burden further. Consequences of TBE have significant impact on patients working 

capacity and potentially TBE could be identified as an occupational disease/hazard in 

the future if it is not already considered like that in some areas. There is no specific 

treatment for TBE, but effective, safe and well tolerated TBE vaccines provide 

effective protection against TBE. The cost–effectiveness of TBE vaccination was 

evaluated for Slovenia. Also, other countries are encouraged to evaluate the cost–

effectiveness of TBE vaccination, with the explicit suggestion to apply the Markov 

model [15] to other countries, such as Sweden. Ideally, consistent evaluation and 

comparison of incremental cost–effectiveness ratios could result at the European 

level.  

TBE causes high costs for health insurance and society; therefore, potentials 

for a favorable health-economic profile exist in many settings.  

 

Five-year view 

In the coming years, it is expected that TBE will further spread to nonendemic areas. 

It is expected that standardization of reporting and diagnostics procedures will be 

developed, including international standard testing of immunogenicity. Furthermore, 

guidelines for exact booster intervals can be expected. More clinical studies in 

connection with immunogenicity and safety should be undertaken for the Russian 

and Chinese vaccines and health–economic studies on TBE should be performed. 

More efficient policies and interventions for prevention and control of TBE, 

occupational health policies and consensus of travel recommendations locally and 

globally will be developed, likely resulting in increasing vaccination coverage and 

decreasing burdens of the disease with time.  

 

Key issues 

• Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is a CNS disease that may result in long-

term/permanent     neurological sequelae, relevant quality-of-life impacts and even 

death. 

• TBE presents an increasing burden not only locally but also globally, ideally to be 

estimated in disability-adjusted life years. 

• Vaccination is the most effective protection against TBE with effective, safe and 

well-tolerated vaccines being available; however, coverages are still relatively low. 
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• There is a need for efficient guidance, recommendations and policies for (cost-

effective) prevention of TBE to reduce the disease burden. 

• Scarce evidence (notably, for Slovenia) illustrates that TBE vaccines can be highly 

cost–effective. 
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Abstract 

Lyme borreliosis (LB) is a multisystem infectious disease with a growing burden in 

many parts of North America, Asia and Europe. Persistent infection of LB can usually 

be treated effectively with antibiotic therapy, but it may be followed by post-

treatment Lyme disease syndrome. Therefore, it is important to begin with treatment 

in the early phase of the disease. Vaccination shows potential as the most effective 

way of preventing LB and reducing its burden in these continents. It is concluded that 

there is a need for continuous effort in research from all perspectives on LB, 

especially regarding prevention with novel vaccines, their development, clinical 

efficacy and cost–effectiveness. This review may help to further develop (cost-) 

effective strategies for prevention and control of the disease to reduce its burden and 

achieve population-wide health benefits. 

 

Keywords: Borrelia burgdorferi • cost-effectiveness • health economics • Lyme 

borreliosis • Lyme disease • treatment • vaccines 
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Lyme borreliosis (LB) or Lyme disease is a serious multisystem infectious disease, 

affecting mostly the skin, joints, nervous system and heart [1] and may lead to serious 

long-term sequelae, particularly if left untreated [2]. The disease is caused by the 

infectious organism spirochete Borrelia (B.) burgdorferi sensu lato genospecies 

complex, which is transmitted by the bite of an infected tick of the genus Ixodes type 

[3].  

There are currently at least 18 genospecies of spirochete B. burgdorferi sensu 

lato, of which B. burgdorferi sensu stricto (further B. burgdorferi) is the only human 

pathogen of LB in North America [4]. In Europe, the most important human 

pathogens causing the disease are B. afzelii, B. bavariensis, B. burgdorferi, B. garinii 

and B. spielmanii, while B. bissetti, B. lusitaniae and B. valaisiana are rarely found 

in patients [5–8]. These diverse human pathogenic genospecies cause different 

clinical manifestations of the disease, also differing between North America and 

Europe and even across Europe [9,10]. All pathogenic genospecies of B. burgdorferi 

sensu lato can cause red colored skin rash named erythema migrans (EM) [11]. 

European genospecies of B. burgdorferi sensu lato, such as B. afzelii, are associated 

most with skin manifestations such as acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans [12,13], 

mostly found in Central, Eastern, Northern Europe and Scandinavia [14–16]. B. 

garinii can cause Lyme neuroborreliosis [12,13], mostly found in Western Europe 

[14]. B. burgdorferi seems to be the most arthritogenic [17]; however, it is rarely 

found in Europe and Russia [18]. The tick Ixodes scapularis, transmitting LB, 

predominates in the Northeast and Northern Midwest America, whereas the tick 

Ixodes pacificus predominates in the Western America [19]. The transmitters of LB in 

Europe are the ticks Ixodes ricinus and Ixodes persulcatus, with the latter 

predominating in the Northeastern Europe. The tick I. persulcatus predominates in 

Asia [19]. LB is endemic in many parts of North America, Asia and Europe, and the 

number of reported LB cases is increasing and geographically expanding [11,20]. 

Therefore, LB is presenting an increasingly higher burden for societies. It is believed 

that the number of reported cases of the disease is highly underestimated mainly due 

to inconsistent reporting of LB cases [11,20,21].  

Both early and persistent infection of LB can usually be treated effectively with 

antibiotic therapy, but they may be followed by post-treatment Lyme disease 

syndrome [22,23]. Therefore, it is important to begin with treatment in the early 

phase of the disease [22,23]. There is continuous debate and controversial points of 
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view exist mostly on the (prolonged) duration of antibiotic therapy, especially in 

patients with persistent symptoms after the use of standard antibiotic therapy, and 

on the exact health benefit of such therapy [24]. However, vaccination would be the 

most effective way to prevent LB [25,26]. Two monovalent, recombinant outer 

surface proteins A (OspA) vaccines from one strain of B. burgdorferi were developed 

for protection against LB primarily and first considered for application in the USA. 

One of these two vaccines was licensed in 1998 [27,28]. In the USA, several studies 

[29–31] on the cost–effectiveness of vaccination against LB showed that the licensed 

vaccine was cost effective for individuals at high risk of infection. In 2002, this 

vaccine was voluntarily withdrawn by the manufacturer SmithKline Beecham (now 

named GlaxoSmithKline) as safety was always a concern [32]. Notably, it was 

considered that the vaccine might cause arthritis [33,34] and consequently the 

vaccine is a commercial failure so far [32]. The health concerns regarding the Lyme 

vaccine that was withdrawn were found less. Currently, there is no vaccine against LB 

available. Developing a new generation of vaccines is a challenge due to the huge 

antigenic and genetic complexity of the LB spirochetes and general lack of knowledge 

about the antigenic structure of borrelia surface proteins [35]. Novel multivalent 

OspA vaccines are still in the phase of development [36,37]. Recent research results 

have already shown that these novel vaccines are promising to become one of the 

most effective options to reduce the public-health burden of LB in North America, 

Asia and Europe, likely without the suggested safety concerns of its predecessors 

[25,36,37].  

LB is a high public-health concern and warrants much more attention than 

currently provided [11,20]. In Europe, little is known about the health and economic 

impact of LB on the quality of life, health care systems and the broader society. 

Therefore, there is an urgent need to assess health and cost outcomes of the disease 

and cost–effectiveness of vaccination, with the novel vaccine potentially to be 

marketed within 5 years.  

The purpose of the present review is to discuss LB disease, with a focus on 

vaccines, clinical efficacy and potential cost– effectiveness. This review may help to 

further develop effective strategies for improved prevention and control of the disease 

to reduce its health and economic burdens. Notably, favourable prospects for cost–

effectiveness may further boost vaccine development and marketing. 
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Epidemiology 

LB is endemic in many parts of North America, Asia and Europe [11,20]; however, in 

North America and Europe, it seems most widespread and frequently reported 

compared to Asia [22,23]. In Europe, the highest number of reported cases was found 

in the Baltic states, and in North Sweden, Austria, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, 

Germany and Central Europe [11,20]. 

Every year, more than 30,000 cases of LB are reported in the USA; however, 

new estimates show that this figure can be about 10-times higher due to 

underreporting [38]. In the USA, LB has been a mandatory notifiable disease since 

1991 [39], while in Europe it is such in 16 out of the 30 (27 EU and 3 EFTA) European 

countries in total [11,20]. Due to different surveillance systems, reporting habits and 

case definitions used across Europe [11,20], it is only possible to make relatively 

crude estimates of the number of reported LB cases, amounting to about 85,000 

cases every year in Europe [11,20]. Also, the direct comparison of the numbers of 

reported cases among countries [11,20] is difficult. Some European countries have no 

case definition for LB and laboratory diagnosis is not standardized, which may lead to 

under-reporting [11,20]. In the USA and in Europe, several epidemiological studies 

describe a 2–3 to 6-fold increase in the number of reported cases of the disease over 

the past decade [40,41]. In many European countries, the number of reported cases 

has increased since the 1990s [11,20], with particularly significant increases in 

Germany, the Netherlands and the 

UK over the past two decades [42–44]. The number of reported cases has expanded 

to new geographic areas, as well as toward higher altitudes and latitudes [45,46], 

mainly due to changes in vector abundance and changes in latitudinal or altitudinal 

distributions of ticks, environmental factors and behavioural changes [11,20].  

Notably, the overall epidemiology and burden of LB in Europe remains 

unclear, and a strong need for LB surveillance at the European level exists [11,20]. A 

case definition and a case classification for LB conform to the system applied with 

notifiable diseases is needed [11,20]. This is, however, challenging due to a number of 

clinical, laboratory and epidemiological characteristics of LB complicating diagnosis 

and classifications [11,20]. Overall, prevention and control of the disease need to be 

improved at the European level [11]. 
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Coinfection 

Ticks can carry various microorganisms such as Anaplasma phagocytophilium, 

Babesia spp., tick-borne encephalitis virus and other pathogens [20], leading to a 

variety of clinical manifestations in patients [47]. Sometimes manifestations can 

overlap sufficiently for one infection to be overlooked, potentially resulting in the 

failure of treatment [48]. Coinfection with Babesia microti can lead to relatively 

serious disease [49]. Coinfection with tick-borne encephalitis virus can lead do 

diagnostic dilemmas and delay in antibiotic therapy of LB [48]. However, the 

frequency of coinfection with other microorganisms and their effects on LB 

epidemiology, diagnosis, clinical manifestation and treatment of LB are not very well 

studied yet and poorly understood [9,23]. 

 

Diagnosis 

Diagnosis is primarily based on clinical manifestation of the disease, physical 

examination of patients and assessments of likely exposure to an infected tick [2]. 

EM, a ring-shaped, red colored skin rash is a characteristic sign of early Lyme disease 

at a stage when antibodies have not yet developed. At this stage, diagnosis of LB is 

based on clinical examination (perhaps with history) as negative serological tests do 

not rule out infection [3,50,51]. Laboratory testing to confirm or exclude LB is needed 

for all patients suffering disseminated Lyme disease [9,52]. In the latter type of 

patients, laboratory testing to confirm or exclude the disease is needed, using culture, 

serology and/or PCR testing. 

 

Culture 

Culture of B. burgdorferi spirochetes from skin biopsy is the gold standard used to 

confirm LB [53–55]. However, due to low numbers of viable B. burgdorferi 

spirochetes present in patients’ biopsies and the nature of B. burgdorferi s.l. strains, it 

may lead to negative results despite active infection [2,3,23]. For this reason and also 

because culturing the Lyme bacterium is difficult, time consuming and requires 

highly trained expertise and specialists, this technique is not recommended as the 

first choice for clinical diagnosis [2]. 
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Serology 

Serological assays reflect the indirect technique of first choice. It is the most widely 

and usually the first laboratory technique used to confirm LB by detection of the 

presence of IgM and IgG antibodies in blood or cerebrospinal fluid [2]. In some 

European countries, diagnosis by solely the ELISA is recommended [2]. ELISA has a 

specificity of 95–98% [23]. Novel generation tests use either semipurified antigens, 

purified antigens, recombinant antigens or synthetic peptides [23]. In other 

European countries and also in the USA, a two-step approach is recommended, with 

ELISA as the first test for detecting antibodies [2,23,56]. In the case of a positive 

ELISA test result, confirmation of LB with a second laboratory assay of immunoblot 

to detect IgM and IgG antibodies (most often used is Western blot) is recommended 

[2,23,56]. If the immunoblot also detects the presence of antibodies, the test result is 

considered to be positive [56]. IgM antibodies can be detected during the first few 

weeks of infection, but testing might give false-positive results. IgG antibodies can be 

detected later than IgM antibodies during 4–6 weeks of infection, and testing gives 

more reliable results [57]. A minimum standard of at least 90% specificity for ELISA 

and 95% specificity for the immunoblot should be achieved [23]. In the USA, 

skipping the first test and just doing the immunoblot is not recommended by the CDC 

to avoid false-positive results, misdiagnosis and unsuitable treatment [56].  

Advantages of a serological assay are that it is easy to obtain samples, 

laboratory facilities are widely accessible and tests show acceptable sensitivity and 

specificity [2]. However, serological assays also have their limitations. Notably, a 

duration of about 2–6 weeks applies before antibodies generally are detectable, 

implying that some patients with EM or LNB who have not developed antibodies’ 

response to the infection yet will show negative results [51,58,59]. From week 6 

onward, most patients will have sufficient antibodies to the bacterium to give positive 

test results in both the ELISA and the immunoblot assays [3]. Seroreactivity can 

persist for months or years after antibiotic therapy. PCR positivity may also persist 

for at least weeks and perhaps longer, after live spirochetes are no longer present 

[60]. Finally, cross-reactivity provides another limitation with potential false-positive 

ELISA results if antibodies recognize other similar structures, including erlichial 

infection [23,61]. In general, IgM antibodies demonstrate more cross-reactivity than 

IgG antibodies. Still, the immunoblot assay can confirm or reject any cross-reactivity 

[23,61].  
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As mentioned, a serological test only cannot prove borrelia infection, and 

additional testing next to a good understanding of clinical manifestations of LB is 

extremely important for adequate diagnosis of LB [9,62]. 

 

Polymerase chain reaction 

PCR is the most accurate direct technique for detection of the bacterium’s genetic 

material DNA [2]. PCR identification of DNA in synovial fluid samples is successful in 

more than 50% of untreated patients [63,64], DNA can be detected in 50–70% of skin 

biopsies in patients with EM and ACA [65,66] and in15–30% in CSF samples of 

patients with acute LNB [54,66–68]. PCRs on urine or blood samples are not 

recommended for routine diagnosis [22,69,70]. 

Currently available diagnostic tools, primarily based on serology, are 

appropriate for diagnosis of early Lyme disease in most cases [71]. Finally, laboratory 

tests’ standardization is needed to enable comparison of test results from different 

laboratories [11]. 

 

Clinical manifestations 

Clinical manifestations of LB, most often involve the skin, nervous system, joints and 

heart [1,22]. Manifestations are slightly different in children than in adults with 

shorter duration of symptoms and better prognosis [72]. Clinical manifestations of 

LB can generally be divided into three stages, labeled early Lyme disease (stage 1), 

early disseminated Lyme disease (stage 2) and late disseminated Lyme disease (stage 

3), associated with diverse disease symptoms and durations for developing symptoms 

after the infectious tick bite [73].  

Early Lyme disease (stage 1) is typically characterized by EM that may show 

within a few days or weeks after the bite of the infected tick [2]. EM is a red-colored 

skin rash occurring in approximately 70–80% of infected cases in the USA [74] and 

60–80% in the Europe [75], and it is the most frequent clinical manifestation of the 

disease worldwide [22,23]. However, the rash is not always present or is not 

recognized by patients, overlooking EM [9]. EM is self-limiting; however, it may 

persist for several months [76,77]. If it is left untreated, spirochetes can disseminate 

to other tissues and parts of the body [76,77] and may cause multiple EM (more 

frequently in the USA than in Europe), meningitis, cranial neuritis, radiculoneuritis, 

peripheral neuritis, carditis, atrioventricular nodal block or migratory 
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musculoskeletal pain [73]. Very few deaths due to LB have been reported, mostly 

resulting from heart block as one of the very Lyme borreliosis rare manifestations of 

the disease [23]. Three sudden deaths were reported in young men from Lyme 

carditis [78]. Finally, Lyme arthritis should be mentioned, which generally occurs in 

Europe [73]. This stage of the disease is referred to as early disseminated Lyme 

disease (stage 2) [73]. Symptoms of late disseminated Lyme disease (stage 3) can 

appear after months or years (usually after periods of latent infection) [73]. It can 

include intermittent or persistent Lyme arthritis as the most common manifestation 

of stage 3 in the USA, chronic encephalopathy or polyneuropathy and acrodermatitis 

chronica atrophicans as the most common manifestation of stage 3 in Europe [73].  

In some patients, it takes several months to fully and completely recover 

following appropriate treatment [2]. Still, some patients report persistent symptoms 

after they completed the recommended course of antibiotic therapy even beyond 

several months [23]. Reasons may be failure to eradicate the organism, reinfection, 

residual damage or immune-mediated inflammation that persists after spirochetal 

eradication [9]. These persistent symptoms in properly treated patients, again, are 

rare [2]. Some evidence suggests that persistent symptoms mainly occur in patients 

with the nervous system being affected, resulting in residual paresthesia, paresis, 

hearing deficit, ataxia, incontinence and cognitive impairment [2,79,80]. Also, 

persistent symptoms seem present in some acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans 

patients who experienced severe tissue damage prior to treatment [2,81] and in 

patients with antibioticrefractory Lyme arthritis, who do not respond to further 

antibiotic treatment [2,82]. The latter is primarily seen in the USA [23]. Lyme 

arthritis is due primarily to infection, and autoimmune-induced pathology seems to 

be a feature of antibiotic-refractory Lyme arthritis only [83]. The persistence of 

spirochetes and the release of spirochetes antigens into the synovial fluid despite 

treatment may explain the recurrence of arthritis [83]. 

 

Post-treatment Lyme disease syndrome 

Some patients report persistent symptoms labeled as post-treatment Lyme disease 

syndrome, including fatigue, irritability, emotional liability, disturbance in sleep, 

reduce performance and concentration and memory problems [2,11,23]. These 

symptoms are often noticed already at the start of a borrelia infection, but they can 

also occur in the later stages of the disease and can persist for more than 6 months 
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even after appropriate antibiotic treatment of a proven manifestation of LB [2]. They 

commonly occur during or after other diseases, including infectious diseases. Many 

studies so far have, however, not yet proven that persistent borrelia infection is the 

necessary cause of such symptoms, and also such studies have not shown benefits 

from prolonged antibiotics therapy to avoid these persistent symptoms [84–88]. 

 

Treatment 

LB can be effectively treated with early and appropriate antibiotic therapy to avoid 

late disseminated stages of LB and consequently its long-term sequelae [23]. Also 

patients with already late disseminated stage of the disease can benefit from 

antibiotic therapy, although clinical recovery may be incomplete [9].  

In the USA, the Infectious Disease Society of America published the updated 

treatment guideline for LB in 2006 [22]. The most common treatment for the various 

clinical manifestations of LB in the USA is presented in TABLE 1.  

In Europe, there is no consensus on the treatment [23]. In the various 

European countries, the choice of the specific antibiotic treatment depends on the 

clinical manifestation of the disease, availability of antibiotics, economic situation, 

national treatment recommendation and guidelines [23]. The guidelines from the 

Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 

Slovenia, Sweden and Switzerland show great similarities in antibiotic choice and 

minor differences in dosing and duration of LB treatment [24]. In general, patients 

respond well to oral antibiotics. Patients in whom the CNS is affected should be 

treated several weeks with intravenous antibiotics [9].  
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Table 1. The most common treatment for different clinical manifestation of LB adults & 

children based on the Infectious Disease Society of America guideline [22]. 

 
Clinical 
manifestation  

Route Drug  Treatment Duration of 
treatment (days) 

   Adults  Children   
Erythema migrans 
Borrelia 
lymphocitoma 

Oral Doxycycline  100 mg twice 
per day 

age ≥8 years:  
4 mg/kg per 
day in 2 
divided doses  

14 (10-21) 

Oral Amoxicillin  500 mg 3-
times per day 

50 mg/kg per 
day in 3 
divided doses 

14 (14-21) 

Oral Cefuroxime  
axetil 

500 mg twice 
per day 

30 mg/kg per 
day in 2 
divided doses  

14 (14-21) 

Lyme carditis  Orala    14 (14-21) 
Parentenalb Ceftriaxone 2 g once per 

day 
50-75 mg/kg 
per day  

14 (14-21) 

Neurologic Lyme 
disease 

Parentenal Ceftriaxone  2 g once per 
day  

50-75 mg/kg 
per day 

14 (10-28) 
 

Parentenal Cefotaxime 2 g every 8 
hours  

150-200 
mg/kg per day 
divided into 
three or four 
doses  

14 (10-28) 
 

Parentenal Penicillin G 18-24 million 
units per day 
divided into 
doses given 
every 4 hours 
 

0.2-0.4 
million 
units/kg per 
day divided 
into doses 
given every 4 
hours 

14 (10-28) 
 

Oral Doxycyline 200-400 mg 
per day in two 
divided doses 

4-8mg/kg per 
day in two 
divided doses 

10-28  

Lyme arthritis  Oral Doxycyline 100 mg twice 
per day 

Age ≥8 years:  
4mg/kg per 
day in two 
divided doses 

28 days 

Oral Amoxicillin 500 mg three 
times per day 

50 mg/kg per 
day in three 
divided doses 

28 days 

Oral Cefuroxime  
axetil 

500 mg twice 
per day 

30 mg/kg per 
day in two 
divided doses 

28 days 

Acrodermatitis 
chronica 
atrophicans 

Oralc    21 days 

 

a Oral antibiotics (doxycycline, amoxicillin, cefuroxime axetil) used to treat patients with EM are recommended as treatment of 

outpatients patients with Lyme carditis. 

b Parenteral antibiotic such as ceftriaxone is recommended as initial treatment of hospitalized patients with Lyme carditis. 

c Acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans may be treated with the same antibiotics (doxycycline, amoxicillin, cefuroxime axetil) 

used to treat patients with EM. 

 
Debates are ongoing regarding the exact choice of antibiotics, prolonged 

duration of antibiotic therapy (in particular, in patients with persistent symptoms 

after standard antibiotic therapy) and the exact amount of health benefit of such 

therapies achieved [24]. So far, persistent infection with viable borrelia has not been 
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documented after standard antibiotic treatment for stage and manifestation of 

disease [89] and neither is it proven that persistent borrelia infection is the 

unequivocal cause of persistent symptoms if benefit from prolonged treatment with 

antibiotics is not shown [90]. Significant risks of adverse events from long-term 

antibiotic therapy may reflect concerns [71,91]. Animal data suggest the presence of 

persistent nucleic acids of B. burgdorferi in tissues after antibiotic treatment [92]; 

however, the presence of nucleic acids B. burgdorferi in tissues does not necessarily 

mean the presence of viable organisms [93]. Obviously, the relevance of the animal 

model for humans should be further assessed [93]. 

 

Reinfection 

Studies demonstrate that reinfection is possible, particularly when the reinfecting 

strain is different [94]. Patients with early infection who recover from antibiotic 

therapy are susceptible to reinfection [95,96]. Patients treated for early LB seem to 

not develop an immunological response that is protective against reinfection. 

Reinfection has been documented in patients who were treated for early infection, 

mostly with EM symptoms, and not yet in patients with persistent infection of LB 

such as Lyme arthritis [3,95,96]. 

 

OspA & OspC outer surface proteins 

B. burgdorferi sensu lato is characterized by high diversity and variety of outer 

membrane proteins [97]. Some of these proteins have an essential role in the 

transmission of spirochetes ‘traveling’ from the tick’s midgut through the hemolymph 

to salivary glands and finally to the host [98]. The most noticeably outer membrane 

proteins are the OspA and the outer surface proteins C (OspC) [97]. 

OspA is a 31 kDa lipoprotein, attached to the outer membrane of B. 

burgdorferi by its N-terminal lipid moiety [99,100]. OspC is a 21 kDa lipoprotein, 

with a predominantely helical structure [101,102]. It forms a homodimer tethered to 

the outer membrane by an N-terminal tripalmioyil – glyceril-cisteine moiety [101]. 

Antigenic heterogenity is related with OspC but not with OspA [103]. In the 

transmission process of B. burgdorferi, spirochetes upregulate OspA while entering 

the tick and binding to the tick receptor for OspA [98]. This enables spirochetes to 

persist inside the ticks between blood meals [98]. During tick feeding, spirochetes 

downregulate OspA and upregulate other proteins including OspC, while spirochetes 
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transmigrate to the tick salivary glands and eventually to the host [98]. Therefore, 

OspA proteins are expressed mostly in the tick’s stomach, while OspC is expressed as 

the spirochete moves from the tick’s mid-gut to the salivary gland, where it binds to 

the tick’s salivary gland protein, Salp15. The spirochete is then injected into the host, 

where OspC is rather quickly downregulated [98].  

Several borrelia outer membrane proteins have been evaluated as potential 

vaccine candidates against LB such as OspA, OspC, OspB, DbpA, BBK32 and RevA 

[98]. Among them, the OspA and OspC vaccine candidates are most promising so far. 

However, only OspA has been extensively evaluated as a vaccine candidate so far 

[103].  

 

The monovalent OspA vaccine candidates 

In 1990, it was shown that high titers of antibody to OspA protein showed protection 

against borrelia infection in mice [104,105]. In 1992, it was demonstrated that 

vaccination with an OspA vaccine induced long-term protective immune response in 

mice [106]. After initial success of OspA vaccination in hamsters, dogs and monkeys 

[107,108], intensive effort in developing a human vaccine against LB was shown in 

1990. Two monovalent recombinant vaccines were developed based on OspA 

serotype 1 derived from B. burgdorferi [27,28]. These two monovalent vaccines were 

designed to protect against B. burgdorferi for use only in the USA [27,28]. The 

reason that anti-OspA vaccine prevents transmission of B. burgdorferi is that 

antibodies ingested by the feeding tick kill the bacteria present in the tick’s midgut 

and expressing OspA at the time the tick begins to feed [109]. Both vaccines 

demonstrated adequate efficacy and safety [27,28]. However, only one of both 

vaccines was licensed and marketed.  

SmithKline Beecham manufactured a monovalent recombinant adjuvanted 

OspA vaccine, using the OspA B. Burgdorferi strain ZS7 [27]. In 1998, the vaccine was 

licensed for people aged between 15 and 70 years [27,32]. The vaccine was well 

tolerated, showing 76% efficacy after three doses over a 12-month period and 49% 

after two doses [27]. The efficacy of the vaccine in preventing asymptomatic infection 

was 83% in the first year and 100% in the second year [27]. No significant adverse 

effects were reported [27]. One of the drawbacks of the licensed vaccine was that the 

vaccine was designed to protect only against B. burgdorferi strains [27,32]. Next, the 

vaccine-induced antibody titers did not persist for a very long time; therefore, 
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multiple boosters to maintain long-term protection could be needed [27,32]. 

Furthermore, the vaccine was licensed only for adults [27,32]. In the original study, 

safety and efficacy data were lacking for children younger than 15 years of age 

[27,32]. Later, two studies were conducted to address safety and efficacy of the 

licensed vaccine in children [110,111]. A double-blind randomized study, involving 

children aged between 5 and 15 years, showed that the monovalent adjuvant OspA 

vaccine was well tolerated and highly immunogenic. Seroconversion occurred in 99% 

of the 250 children [111]. A second study, a controlled clinical trial, involving children 

and adolescents aged between 4 and 18 years, demonstrated that monovalent 

adjuvant OspA vaccine was well tolerated, safe and immunogenic [110]. Mild and 

moderate systemic reactions were similar to those in the original study [110]. 

One of the major drawbacks of the licensed vaccine was worry that the vaccine 

might cause arthritis in genetically susceptible individuals with the HLA-DRB1*0401 

allele by a molecular mimicry between an epitope of OspA-1 for T-helper cells and an 

epitope of human lymphocyte function associated antigen 1 [33]. Subsequent studies 

suggested that the association between the OspA epitope and Lyme arthritis was due 

to the fact that presentation of this epitope was particularly inflammatory in 

DRB1*0401-positive individuals with Lyme arthritis and not due to molecular 

mimicry between OspA and human lymphocyte function associated antigen 1 [34]. 

Also, subsequent studies suggested that molecular mimicry mechanism did not 

induce Lyme arthritis [34]. Vaccination with OspA did not induce arthritis in 0401-

transgenic mice, and case and control comparisons in human vaccine trials did not 

show an increased frequency of arthritis among OspA-vaccinated individuals [34].  

The second vaccine, a recombinant monovalent nonadjuvanted OspA vaccine, 

using the OspA B. burgdorferi strain B31 was manufactured by Pasteur Merieux 

Connaught [28,32]. The vaccine showed an efficacy of 92% after three doses and 68% 

after two doses, and no difference in the rate or severity of adverse events in vaccine 

versus placebo recipients was noticed [28,32].  

Safety concerns that came up ended the commercialization of both vaccines. In 

2002, the manufacturer SmithKline Beecham decided to withdraw the vaccine from 

the market due to poor public acceptance, and Pasteur Merieux Connaught decided 

not to apply for a license of its own vaccine [32,112]. 
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The multivalent OspA vaccine candidates 

The development of a new generation of vaccines to protect against human 

pathogenic borrelia species with different OspA serotypes is challenging because the 

vaccine has to induce protection against each individual OspA serotype [36]. 

However, two novel multivalent OspA vaccines, both in the phase of development, 

handle these challenges [36,37]. Recently, a novel multivalent OspA vaccine 

manufactured by Baxter, was designed to protect against the four major B. 

burgdorferi species such as B. burgdorferi (OspA serotype 1), B. afzelii (OspA 

serotype 2), B. garinii (OspA serotype 3, OspA serotype 5 and OspA serotype 6) and 

B. bavariensis (OspA serotype 4) [37].  

Therefore, the vaccine is broadly designed to protect against all important B. 

burgdorferi species in USA, Europe and potentially globally [25,37]. This novel 

vaccine should protect against 99% of neuroborreliosis, a serious manifestation of LB 

occurring in Europe [113]. The hypothetical risk of T-cell cross reactivity has been 

eliminated by replacing the putative crossreactive OspA-1 epitope with the 

corresponding OspA-2 sequence and therefore eliminating the risk for occurrence of 

potential arthritis [37].  

In Phase I and II studies, it was demonstrated that this novel multivalent LB 

vaccine is safe, highly immunogenic and well tolerated after the three primary 

vaccinations in healthy seronegative and seropositive adults for B. burgdorferi [37]. 

Notably, the study showed that 91–100% of vaccinated individuals achieve total IgG 

ELISA antibody response for protection after the three primary vaccinations and 91–

100% of individuals after booster vaccination [37]. No serious adverse events were 

reported [25]. It is likely that repeated boosters are needed to maintain high levels of 

antibody response for protection [25,37]. 

Preclinical results of a second novel multivalent OspA vaccine manufactured 

by Valneva SE (Lyon, France) showed that this potential adjuvanted vaccine, using 

three vaccination, could provide protection in mouse against the three major B. 

burgdorferi species such as B. burgdorferi (OspA serotype 1), B. Afzelii (OspA 

serotype 2) and B. garinii (OspA serotype 5) causing the disease [36]. Using a novel 

development approach, safety concerns that the vaccine might trigger arthritis was 

eliminated [36]. Furthermore, introduction of a lipidation signal that ensures the 

addition of an N-terminal lipid moiety results in higher anti-OspA antibody titers 
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[36]. It was concluded that this novel vaccine could potentially be suitable for global 

protection against LB [36].  

Effective protection by OspA vaccines depends on high circulating of anti-

OspA antibody levels, requiring frequent boosters to maintain long-term protection 

[36]. The duration of protection elicited by OspA vaccines has never been clearly 

defined so far. 

 

The OspC vaccine candidates 

OspC is a promising basis for second-generation LB vaccine candidates because of its 

expression profile, protective and antigenicity features [114]. Anti-OspC vaccines 

would likely prevent transmitted B. burgdorferi from establishing local infections that 

may subsequently (when OspC expression is downregulated) disseminate and cause 

more serious disease [115,116]. Some complexities are involved, with genetic and 

antigenic variabilities of OspC proteins presenting difficulties in developing OspC 

vaccine [117]. Vaccination with a single OspC vaccine is protective [115]. However, the 

protective range is narrow, most likely because of specific intertype variation of 

epitopes [115]. However, specific protective OspC epitopes allow developing chimeric 

polyvalent recombinant OspC vaccines [118]. These protective vaccines may 

effectively enhance protection against LB and could be suitable for wider prophylaxis 

of LB [102,115].  

In 1999, Immuno-AG (now named Baxter, Austria) manufactured a 5-valent 

adjuvanted OspC vaccine, composed of recombinant OspC B. burgdorferi strain and 

two strains each from B. afzellii and B. garinii [119]. The study showed that more than 

95% individuals achieving antibody response for protection after the three primary 

vaccinations [119]. Phase I of the development process showed that this vaccine was 

safe and well tolerated, and no significant adverse events were reported [119]. 

However, erythema and swelling developed at the injection site in half of the 

individuals included in the Phase I trial [120]. Data of a Phase II trial on the safety 

and preliminary efficacy of a 14-valent OspC vaccine, manufactured by Baxter, were 

never published due to reactogenicity for the skin at the injection site. This 

multivalent vaccine could protect against the most clinical B. burgdorferi strains [97].  

Different vaccinogens, such as a cocktail of several borrelia outer membrane 

proteins, tick proteins or combinations, eliciting anti-borrelia and anti-tick immune 
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responses all reflect promising approaches for development future Lyme vaccines 

[98].  

 

Cost–effectiveness of vaccination  

Some cost–effectiveness analyses of vaccination with the monovalent OspA vaccine 

[29–31] were performed in the USA; however, no such studies yet exist in Europe. An 

urgent need for these is noted by the authors. In 1999, a study was performed on the 

cost–effectiveness of vaccination against LB for the USA [29]. Methodologically, a 

decision-tree was used and a 1-year time horizon was taken into account [29]. 

Complications included in the model were cardiac sequelae, late arthritis and 

neurologic consequences [29]. In a specific letter-to-the-editor on the original, the 

lack of potential post-treatment Lyme disease syndrome in the model was discussed, 

including the absence of persisting myalgia, arthralgia, headache, fatigue and 

neurocognitive deficits [121]. Results of the study showed that with a probability of 

contracting the disease of 1%, the societal net costs of vaccination amount to 

approximately US$4500 per case averted with yearly boosters [29]. Obviously, 

economic benefit would be highest in persons whose probability of contracting the 

disease would be higher than 1% [29]. In 2001, the clinical effectiveness and cost–

effectiveness of vaccination against LB was evaluated using a Markov model [30]. 

Arthritic, cardiac and neurologic sequelae, as well as a post-treatment Lyme disease 

syndrome, were included in the model [30]. The latter state included arthralgia, 

fatigue and difficulties to concentrate [30]. Results of the study showed that at a 

probability of contracting the disease of 1%, the incremental cost–effectiveness ratio 

would be US$62,300 per quality-adjusted life year gained from the societal 

perspective, corresponding with US$5300 per case averted during a 10-years period 

(excluding annual boosters) [30]. Again, it was concluded that from an economic 

point of view, vaccination against LB seems most attractive in persons with 

probabilities of contracting the disease above 1% [30]. In 2002, clinical effectiveness 

and cost–effectiveness of the then licensed vaccine were evaluated, also using a 

Markov model [31]. Arthritic, cardiac and neurologic sequelae were included in the 

model [31]. However, ‘chronic Lyme disease’ (arthralgias/myalgias associated with 

post-treatment Lyme disease syndrome) was not modeled. Also issues about 

misdiagnosis, public anxiety related to the disease were not taken into account [31]. 

Analyses were based only on direct costs in the healthcare system [31]. Results of the 
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study showed that at a probability of contracting the disease of 1%, the incremental 

cost–effectiveness ratio amounts to about US$9900 per case averted with a yearly 

booster and US$4500 with a 3-yearly booster [31]. Both analyses applied a 10-year 

period as the time horizon investigated [31]. It was found that vaccination against LB 

is more effective and brings economic benefits at probabilities of contracting the 

disease higher than 10% with yearly boosters and with 3-yearly boosters if this 

probability exceeds 5% [31]. It was concluded [31] that LB vaccine can be considered 

cost-effective for individuals living in endemic areas with frequent exposures to 

infected ticks [31].  

Despite some differences among these three studies [29–31], all three studies 

have a similar conclusion that vaccination against LB may be cost-effective if the risk 

of contracting the disease exceeds 1%. However, the physician’s decision to vaccinate 

should be made on an individual’s risk for LB, taking into account endemicity of the 

disease in the local geographic area and the individual exposure to infected tick [31]. 

Some characteristics of the studies on cost–effectiveness of vaccination with the 

monovalent OspA vaccine against LB and results as summarized above are shown in 

TABLE 2. 
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Table 2. Some characteristics and results of studies on cost-effectiveness vaccination with 

the monovalent OspA vaccine against LB.  

 
Author and       

publication 

year 

Comparison Economic 

study type 

Study 

population 

Setting 

and 

country 

Study 

perspective 

Model Time 

horizon 

Cycle 

lenght 

Costs 

Meltzer et al.,                

1999 [29] 

Vaccination 

was compared 

with no 

vaccination 

CEA1 General adult 

population 

Primary 

care and 

the 

hospital,  

USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Societal Decision

-tree  

1 year Not 

applicable 

Direct 

and 

indirect  

Shadick et al.,            

2001 [30] 

Vaccination 

was compared 

with no 

vaccination 

CEA1 Population of 

persons 

living in 

endemic 

areas with a 

probability of 

contracting 

LB of 1%  

 

 

Commu

nity 

care, 

USA 

Societal Markov  10 years 1 year Direct 

and 

indirect  

Hsia et al.,                 

2002 [31] 

Vaccination 

was compared 

with no 

vaccination 

CEA1 Hypothetical 

cohort of 

20,000 

persons aged 

between 15 

and 70 years 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary 

care,  

USA 

Health-care Markov  10 years 1 year Direct 

only 
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Measure of 

health 

outcomes 

Discount rate 

for costs and 

benefits 

Vaccine efficacy Booster 

dose 

Sensitivity  

analyses 

Results 

Number of 

LB cases 

averted 

3% for costs only  85% Yearly  Multi-way  At 0.5% probability of contracting LB and vaccination costs 

of $50, the ICER2 expressed in case averted, was $4,466 and 

at vaccination costs of $100 the ICER2 was $16,231 and at 

vaccination costs of $200, the ICER2 was $39,761  

At 1% probability of contracting LB and at costs of 

vaccination of $50 the ICER2 expressed in case averted was 

$1,416, at costs of vaccination of $100 the ICER2was $4,467 

and at vaccination costs of $200 it was $16,231  

At 3% probability of contracting LB and vaccination costs of  

$50, the ICER2 expressed in case averted was $5,337 and at 

vaccination costs of $100, the ICER2 was $3,377 and at cost 

of vaccination of $200, the ICER2 was $545. 

Sensitivity analysis showed that the probability of 

contracting the disease is the most important factor, 

followed by cost of treating sequelae, the probability of early 

detection and treatment of LB.  

 

Number of 

LB cases 

averted and 

QALYs3 

gained 

3% for costs and 

QALYs3 

62% with 2 doses 

and 

87% with 3  

/ One-way 

and  

two way  

At 1% probability of contracting LB, the ICER2 was 

$62,300/QALY3and costs per case averted were $5,300  

Results were most sensitive to the treatment effectiveness 

and cost of vaccination for the 3-shot series. At treatment 

effectiveness of 80%, the ICER2 would be $18,800/QALY. At 

effectiveness of 100%, the ICER2 would be $301,900/QALY. 

At vaccination costs of $50, the ICER2 would be 

$6,900/QALY gained and at vaccination costs of $300, the 

ICER2 would be $145,300/QALY gained. 

 

Number of 

LB cases 

averted 

3% for costs only  49% in the first 

year and 76% in 

the second  

Yearly 

and  

3-yearly  

One-way 

and  

two-way  

At 0.0067% average national probability of contracting LB, 

the ICER2 was $1,600,000 per case averted with a yearly 

booster and $830,000 with 3- yearly boosters 

At 1% probability of contracting LB, the ICER2was $9,900 

per case averted with a yearly booster and 4,500 with 3-

yearly boosters 

One way-sensitivity analysis showed that ICER2 increases as 

the duration and efficacy of vaccine increase, however ICER2 

decreases as the vaccine cost increases. 

Two-way sensitivity analysis showed that the threshold was 

affected by the  cost of cerfrtriaxone treatment, the cost of 

rheumatologic sequelae, the efficacy of the antibiotics, the 

probabilitiy of arthritis seuelae and probability of 

occurrences of  EM 

 

 
1 CEA compares costs and health outcomes of vaccination and no vaccination strategies. 

2 The ICER is calculated as the difference in the cost of vaccination and no vaccination, divided by the difference in the health outcomes produced 

by vaccination and no vaccination. 

3 QALY is a measure of the value of health outcomes, taking into accounts both the quantity and quality of life. 

CEA: Cost–effectiveness analysis; ICER: Incremental cost–effectiveness ratio; QALY  
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Expert commentary 

LB is a serious disease and therefore an important public health concern, presenting 

relevant health and economic burdens. So far, it has not been given the public-health 

attention it warrants. Therefore, more attention has to be orientated toward 

prevention and control of the disease, including vaccine development and use. Also, 

further research on the pathogenesis of LB, etiology, related complications and 

coinfection with other microorganisms is needed, allowing better understanding of 

the disease and further improved treatments, especially of patients with persistent 

symptoms. Also, development of new diagnostic approaches, indicating probable 

persistent infection in patients with sequelae and developing tests that could 

distinguish between active and past borrelia infection, is warranted. Diagnostic 

laboratory standardization, enabling valid comparisons of test results, has to be 

considered. Vaccine development and use of vaccines is a core element in facing this 

public health threat. A new vaccine against LB is promising and likely will ensure 

effective and safe prophylaxis against LB. Studies on the cost–effectiveness of 

vaccination have been done in the USA, but are urgently needed in Europe to inform 

decision makers on vaccination benefits and help in developing improved strategies 

and recommendations for prevention and control of the disease. First analyses of 

cost–effectiveness indicate potential for favourable health-economic outcomes for 

vaccination. 

 

Five-year view 

In coming years, likely diagnostics and treatments of LB will be further improved and 

the vaccine will be further developed. Increased awareness of the public health threat 

is, however, needed and might boost this development. Also, cost–effectiveness 

studies of vaccination with the potential novel vaccine will likely be performed for 

various localities, inclusive Europe. An important health economic issue will be to 

analyze the optimum booster interval that shows the most beneficial effect of 

vaccination against LB for public health at still acceptable costs. Therefore, improved 

strategies and recommendations for prevention and control of the disease will likely 

be introduced to reduce health and economic burden, leading to population benefits. 
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Key issues 

• Lyme borreliosis is an infectious multisystem disease that may lead to serious 

long-term sequelae, affecting patients’ quality of life and causing high health and 

economic burdens for societies. 

• A potential novel multivalent outer surface proteins A vaccine against Lyme 

borreliosis, still in the phase of the development, promises to be the most effective 

prophylaxis against the disease in the endemic areas of USA, Europe and Asia 

• Cost–effectiveness studies with this novel vaccine are needed for efficient 

guidance, recommendations and policies for prevention of Lyme borreliosis, to (cost-

)effectively reduce the disease burden and achieve population benefits 
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Abstract 

Background: Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) presents an increasing burden in many 

parts of Europe, Asian Russia, Siberia, Asian former USSR and Far East. Incidence 

can be considered as one way to express the burden. A more comprehensive measure 

concerns disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), better characterizing the full burden 

of TBE. TBE burden in DALYs has not yet been estimated, nor has it been specified 

by the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) studies. 

 

Objective: The purpose of the present study is to estimate the burden of TBE in 

Slovenia, expressed in DALYs, both from the population and individual perspectives. 

We discuss the impact of TBE burden on public health and potential strategies to 

reduce this burden in Slovenia.  

 

Methods: The burden of TBE is estimated by using the updated DALYs' 

methodology first introduced in the GBD project. The DALYs᾽ calculations are based 

on the health outcomes of the natural course of the disease being modelled. 

Corrections for under-reporting and under-ascertainment are applied. The impact of 

uncertainty in parameters in the model was assessed using sensitivity analyses. 

 

Results: From the population perspective, total DALYs amount to 3,450 (167.8 per 

100,000 population), while from the individual perspective they amount to 3.1 per 

case in 2011. Notably, the consequences of TBE present a larger burden than TBE 

itself.  

 

Conclusions: TBE presents a relatively high burden expressed in DALYs compared 

with estimates for other infectious diseases from the GBD 2010 study for Slovenia. 

Raising awareness and increasing vaccination coverage are needed to reduce TBE and 

its consequences. 

 

Keywords: Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) • burden of TBE • disability-adjusted life 

years (DALYs) 
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Introduction 

Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) presents an increasing public health concern in many 

parts of Europe and in some Asian countries [1]. TBE is an infectious disease of the 

central nervous system (CNS) which may lead to long term or permanent 

neurological sequelae or even death [2-6]. Three genetically closely related TBE virus 

(TBEV) subtypes (the European, Far-Eastern and Siberian) cause TBE [1,7]. These 

three TBE virus subtypes are usually transmitted by the infected tick genus Ixodes 

[1]. The virus can also be transmitted through unpasteurized dairy products [8]. All 

three subtypes are associated with varying courses of the disease and degrees of 

severity [7]. The European subtype of the virus, which is prevalent in most of Europe 

(including Slovenia), usually causes disease that follows a biphasic course [7]. This 

course presents a short-lasting acute disease of the first stage with flu-like symptoms, 

starting about two weeks after the tick bite, followed by a few symptom-free days with 

subsequent acute disease of the second stage in the CNS, mostly concerning 

meningitis, meningoencephalitis and meningoencephalomyelitis [9]. With increasing 

age, severity of the disease increases [9,10] and mortality rates due to TBE in adults 

increasing up to 2% [7]. The Far Eastern subtype of the virus is mainly found in 

Eastern Russia, China, and Japan and the Siberian is found mostly in the Urals, 

Siberia and Eastern Russian provinces [7]. Both the Far Eastern and Siberian 

subtypes of the virus cause a monophasic course of the disease [7], characterized by 

CNS involvement [7]. Disease with the Far Eastern subtype of the virus is usually 

severe, is frequently associated with encephalitic symptoms and lacks the tendency to 

develop chronic disease [7]. Mortality rate due to the Far Eastern subtype is between 

5 and 35% [7]. Disease from the Siberian subtype of the virus is less severe, but 

associated with diverse neurological and/or neuropsychiatric symptoms and a 

tendency to develop chronic or extremely prolonged disease [7]. Mortality rate of the 

Siberian subtype is between 1 and 3% [7]. Finally, the disease characteristics also 

depend on the tropism of the TBEV for different regions of the CNS and on the 

individual immunity of patients [9-11].  

 TBE is endemic in regions from Alsace-Lorraine and Scandinavia to the North-

eastern parts of China and Northern Japan [1,12-19]. In many parts of Europe, 

Russia, Siberia and the Far East, the incidence is increasing and new foci have 

appeared due to increasing mobility, changes in lifestyle, human leisure activities, 

agricultural practices and effects of climate changes on vectors and reservoir hosts 
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[20-24]. In spite of increasing awareness and knowledge of the disease, the incidence 

of TBE is underestimated [21], mainly due to insufficient routine diagnostics and 

surveillance [9]. Therefore the full burden of TBE, using corrections for this 

underestimation, still has to be assessed. Vaccination with safe, efficacious and well 

tolerated vaccines is the most effective way of preventing TBE [25-28] and reducing 

its burden. In Slovenia, TBE has been a relevant disease from the public-health point 

of view since 1953 [29]. Slovenia is one of the countries where the European subtype 

of the virus is prevalent, with a high incidence of TBE and very low vaccination 

coverage [30,31] despite favourable cost-effectiveness [32]. Though the cost-

effectiveness of vaccination against TBE in Slovenia was evaluated [32] the exact full 

burden of TBE is also still unknown in this country and needs to be estimated. 

The burden of TBE is mostly expressed by incidence only [9,30,33]. The 

burden of the disease can be better evaluated if information on the 

incidence/prevalence, mortality and sequelae are all combined into a composite 

measure which can be found in the disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) [34]. DALYs 

reflect lost years of healthy life, as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) 

[35]. DALYs, as one criteria, can be used for effective planning and prioritizing of 

scarce and therefore limited public health resources [34]. The burden of TBE, 

expressed in DALYs, has not yet been assessed nor has it been specified in the Global 

Burden of Disease (GBD) studies [36]. 

The purpose of the present study is to estimate the burden of TBE in Slovenia, 

expressed in DALYs from both the population and individual perspectives. 

Furthermore, we discuss strategies to reduce this public health burden in Slovenia. 

Data used reflect 2011 as the most recent year with data availability. Additionally, we 

consider the trend in DALYs to analyse how reflective 2011 is for other recent years. 

Our study can help to guide health policy and action locally as well as provide 

suggestions globally to mitigate the burden of TBE. 

 

Methods 

Brief overview of the DALYsʼ methodology 

The DALYsʼ methodology was first introduced by Murray and co-workers in the 

Global Burden of Disease (GBD) project [37] using the following equation: 

 

G�� ! =  ��! +  �G!            (1) 
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where YLLs are the number of life years lost due to premature death and YLDs are 

the number of life years lost due to disability, weighted with a factor between 0 

(perfect health) and 1 (death) reflecting the severity of the disability. According to the 

GBD-terminology and the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and 

Health, [38] the term disability refers to any short-term or long-term health loss in 

terms of functional capacity such as mobility, self-care, participation in normal 

activities, pain and discomfort, anxiety and depression and cognition. 

In the original GBD study in 1990 and further WHO updates [39-47], 3% and 

0% discount rates and both presence and absence of age weights in the DALYs’ 

calculations were used. Discounting means that the value of health is weighted less in 

the future than in the present due to time preference related to growth in life 

expectancy [48]. Age weights give less weight to years of healthy life lost at young 

ages and older ages, with productivity as the main rationale [48]. For the GBD 1990 

study, the reference standard life table has a life expectancy at birth of 82.5 years for 

females and 80.0 years for males [48]. 

Since the GBD 1990 study was published, there have been intense debates on 

the key methodological choices used for the DALYs’ calculation, especially regarding 

the discounting, age weights, disability weights, the years lost per death and the 

incidence estimates for the YLDs calculation [48-54]. As one outcome of these 

debates, the new GBD 2010 study, done by Institute of Health Metrics and 

Evaluation, used a simplified calculation of DALYs without discounting and age 

weights, and the YLDs are calculated from prevalence estimates rather than incidence 

estimates [48,55-58]. The GBD 2010 study also involves some modifications of 

disability weights for the DALYsʼ calculus and uses a new reference standard life table 

for the YLLs calculation. The new GBD 2010 reference standard life table has a life 

expectancy at birth of 86 years for both males and females and expresses an 

aspiration for high and healthy life expectancy [55].  

The GBD studies estimate the global burden of diseases, including 

communicable, maternal, neonatal, nutritional, non-communicable diseases and 

injuries [48]. In 2008, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control 

urged to develop a new methodology to estimate the burden for communicable 

diseases in European Member States and EEA/EFTA countries by using a pathogen-

based approach, taking into account subsequent sequelae and complications 

associated with infection [59,60]. No age weights or discounting are considered [59]. 
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Adjustment to correct for under-ascertainment and under-reporting is applied 

[59,61]. Under-ascertainment refers to cases who do not seek medical care due to 

mild or absence of symptoms, or who have knowledge that the disease is self-limiting 

[61,62]. Due to under-ascertainment, cases will not enter the notification or 

surveillance system [61,62]. Under-reporting refers to cases who seek medical care 

but are not captured by the surveillance or notification systems because the 

infection/pathogen is not diagnosed or is misdiagnosed, misclassified or miscounted 

[61,62]. Further development of this methodology is in progress [60]. Using this 

methodology to estimate the full burdens of different communicable diseases enables 

comparisons among these diseases within and between countries to help guide public 

health policy and action in Europe [59]. In the present study, the updated 

methodology [60,61,62] will be applied for one individual country. 

 

The DALYs methodology to calculate the burden of TBE 

On the basis of the natural course of the disease, the following health outcomes of a 

model were included for the calculation of DALYs [32]: death due to TBE, the acute 

disease of the second stage with signs of meningitis, meningoencephalitis and/or 

meningoencephalomyelitis and mild, moderate and severe neurological sequelae. 

Mild neurological sequelae (emotional liability, tiredness and intermittent headache) 

can be assumed not to have a significant impact on patientsʼ daily activities, social 

and working capacity. Moderate neurological sequelae (ataxia of gait, paresis of 

extremities, cognitive disorders, pronounced dementia or severe deafness) will 

however affect patients’ daily activities, social and working capacity. In patients with 

severe neurological sequelae, social life and working capacity can be seriously 

affected and in a few cases patients need institutional care. In the present study, these 

neurological sequelae are considered as permanent neurological sequelae.  

Data in Table 1 were used to calculate the burden for TBE in a straightforward 

disease burden model programmed in Microsoft Excel. The reported age-dependent 

number of cases with acute disease of the second stage (nra) was obtained from the 

National Institute of Public Health (NIJZ) data [63] and was used as the initial model 

input. These numbers of cases were corrected for under-estimation by a factor γ. This 

factor γ is the product of a factor βa to correct for under-ascertainment and a factor βr 

to correct for under-reporting. Both correction factors βa and βr are calculated based 

on the schematic presentation of disease progression presented in Fig. 1. [32]. In the 
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present study the factor βa was calculated on the basis of targeted specific 

information. Firstly, the natural course of TBE takes into account that around 90% of 

symptomatic infections develops acute disease of the first stage with symptoms 

similar to flu and about one third develops acute disease of the second stage with CNS 

involvement and the remaining 10% of infections involves more serious disease of the 

CNS [33,64]. Secondly, all reported cases were assumed to concern patients with 

acute disease of the second stage with CNS involvement in Slovenia [63]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of disease progression, used to estimate the factors βr, βa and 

consequently γ; with γ (4.5) to correct under-estimation of the reported number of cases with 

the acute disease of the second stage (nra) resulting from the product of a factor βa (100/40 = 

2.5) to correct for under-ascertainment and a factor βr (100/55 = 1.8) to correct for under-

reporting. 

 

Specifically, factor βr was calculated taking into account that 55% of TBE cases 

are reported; i.e., 45% of TBE cases are assumed misdiagnosed, misclassified or 

miscounted. The age-dependent estimated numbers of cases with acute disease of the 

second stage (nea) were calculated as follows: 

 

,�� =	,�� 	× 	I = 	,�� 	× 7J� 	× 	J�=          (2) 

 

The estimated number of cases for mild (nemild), moderate (nemod), and severe 

(nesev) permanent neurological sequelae and deaths due to TBE (ned) were calculated, 

using the annual transition probabilities pmild, pmod, psev and pd of moving from acute 

disease of the second stage to health outcomes (mild, moderate, severe permanent 

neurological sequelae and deaths due to TBE, respectively). The age-dependent 
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annual transition probabilities for mild, moderate, and severe permanent 

neurological sequelae were obtained from national studies [29,65]. The age-

dependent annual probabilities of deaths due to TBE (pd) were calculated from the 

NIJZ data [63] and were corrected for under-reporting due to under-diagnosis by a 

factor βd. The factor βd for TBE was calculated based on a published study [66] So, 

the age-dependent estimated numbers of cases for mild, moderate, severe permanent 

neurological sequelae and deaths due to TBE (ned) were calculated as follows: 

 

,����K =	+���K	 ×	,��            (3) 

 

,���K =	+��K 	× 	,��              (4) 

 

,�	�� =		 +	�� 	× 	,��            (5) 

 

,�K =	+K 	× 	,�� 	×	JK            (6) 

 

These estimated numbers of cases for the various health outcomes were 

subsequently incorporated in the DALYs calculation for TBE. YLLs were calculated by 

multiplying the estimated age specific numbers of deaths due to TBE (ned) with the 

remaining life expectancy (e) at that age. For life expectancy, the latest GBD 2010 

reference standard life table [58] was used.  

 

 ��! = ,�K 	× 	(            (7) 

 

The YLDsacute for the acute disease of the second stage were calculated by 

multiplying the estimated number of cases with acute disease of the second stage 

(nea) with the appropriate disability weights (Dwa) and duration of hospitalization 

(la).  

 

 �G!���
� =	,�� 	× 	GL� 	×	 %�          (8) 

 

The YLDsseq for mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae 

were calculated by multiplying the estimated number of cases for mild (nemild), 

moderate (nemod) and, severe (nesev) permanent neurological sequelae with its 
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disability weights (Dwmild, Dwmod and Dwsev) and remaining life expectancies (emild,  

emod and  esev).  

 

 �G!	�M 	= 	,����K 	×	GN���K 	× 	(���K +	,���K ×	GN��K 	× 	(��K 	+ 	,�	�� 	×	GN	�� 	× 	(	�� 

(9) 

 

The YLDs for all health outcomes (acute disease of the second stage, mild, 

moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae) were aggregated to get the 

total YLDs.  

 

 �G!	 = 	 �G!���
� 	+ 	 �G!	�M        (10) 

 

The full burden for TBE is the sum of YLLs and YLDs as follows: 

 

G�� ! = 	,�K × (	 +	,�� 	× 	GN� 	× 	 %� 	+ 	,����K 	× 	GN���K 	×	(���K +	,���K ×	GN��K 	×

	(��K 	+	,�	�� 	×	GN	�� 	× 	(	��         (11) 

 

The burden of the disease for one year is presented from the population (total 

DALYs and DALYs per 100,000 populations) and the individual perspectives (DALYs 

per case) [62]. 

Neither discounting nor age weighting was applied in the DALYs calculus. 

 

Data 

The number of TBE cases for 2011 for age groups from 0-4 years, 5-14 years, 15-24 

years, 25-34 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years 55-64 years, 65-74 years and 75+ years 

originated from official sources of the NIJZ [63]. In the present study, a maximum 

age of 105 years was taken, corresponding to the maximum age of 105 years from the 

GBD 2010 new standard life table. In the present study, the ages of onset for the 

acute disease of the second stage and mild, moderate and severe permanent 

neurological sequelae were assumed at the mid-points of each age group.  

We used the new GBD 2010 reference standard life table for the calculation of 

YLLs, with a life expectancy at birth of 86 years for males and females [58]. An 

incidence-based approach was used to estimate YLDs. In the absence of discounting 

and age weights, this approach converges to incidence multiplied by estimated 

duration times with disability weighting for sequelae [67]. In a prevalence-based 
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approach without discounting and age weights, YLDs would follow from prevalence 

of sequelae times disability weights [67]. As prevalence is approximately incidence 

times duration, our incidence-based YLDs across all ages would approximately equal 

the prevalence-based YLDs, in particular in the absence of discount and age 

weighting [67]. Notably, when discounting and age weights are applied, the 

prevalence-based YLDs for all ages may be quite different from the incidence-based 

YLDs [67]. 

As no disability weights for the acute disease of the second stage of TBE exist, 

age-dependent disability weights were derived from the GBD 2004 updated study for 

Japanese encephalitis [68]. Also, no disability weights for the various levels of TBE-

related neurological sequelae severities exist, and such disability weights for the mild 

and moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae were derived as 1 minus 

the respective quality weights for each of these sequelae. The quality weights for mild, 

moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae were derived from a published 

study [69]. As mentioned, all base-case parameter values are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Model input parameters for calculating DALYs of TBE: the number of reported 

cases with acute disease of the second stage for 2011, duration of the acute disease of the 

second stage, disability weights for the acute disease of the second stage, probabilities of 

permanent neurological sequelae, disability weights for permanent neurological sequelae and 

probabilities of death from TBE, inclusive references. 

 
Health Outcomes Base-case Range Reference 

(base-

case) 

Acute disease of the second 

stage 

   

Correction factor for 

underestimation (γ) 

4.5 a 3.5-5.5 b  

Number of all acute cases, by 

age groups 

    

        0-4 5  [63] 

        5-14 17  [63] 

        15-24 20  [63] 

        25-34 19  [63] 

        35-44 34  [63] 

        45-54 38  [63] 

        55-64 65  [63] 

        65-74 41  [63] 

        75+ 8  [63] 

Duration of hospitalization, by    
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age groups c 

        0-14  0.0164 years (6 days)   0.0082 years (3 days)-0.0274 years (10 days) 

d 

[70] 

        15-64  0.0247 years (9 days) 0.0082 years (3 days)-0.1671 years (61 days) d [71] 

        65-74  0.0274 years (10 days) 0.0082 years  (3 days)-0.1205 (44 days) d [71] 

        75+ 0.0274 years (10 days) 0.0082 years (3 days)-0.1205 (44 days) d [71] 

Disability weights, by age groups 

e 

   

        0-14  0.616 per life year lived with 

disability 

 [68] 

        15-74  0.613 per life year lived with 

disability 

 [68] 

        75+ 0.613 per life year lived with 

disability 

 [68] 

Permanent neurological 

sequelae 

   

Probability of mild sequelae, by 

age groups 

   

        <15  0%  [29] 

        >15  10% 10-15.4% f [65] 

 Probability of moderate 

sequelae, by age groups 

   

        <5  0%  [29] 

        5 -14  1.50% 0-1.5% g [29] 

        >15  46% 22-46% f [65] 

Probability of severe sequelae, 

by age groups  

   

        <5  0%  [29] 

        5-14  0.80% 0-4.1% g [29] 

        >15  2% 2-8.6% f [65] 

Duration  Remaining life expectancy in 

years 

  

Disability weights, all ages h    

        Mild sequelae  0.023 per life year lived with 

disability 

0-0.1 per life year lived with disability  

        Moderate sequelae  0.160 per life year lived with 

disability 

0.1-0.25 per life year lived with disability  

        Severe sequelae  0.629 per life year lived with 

disability 

0.5-0.7 per life year lived with disability  

Death due to TBE    

Correction factor for 

underreporting (βd)  

2i  0-4 j  

Probability of death from TBE  0.4% k   

Duration  

 

Remaining life expectancy in 

years 

  

Disability weights 1 per life year lived with 

disability 

 [36] 

 
a The calculated factor γ (4.5) is a product of factor βa (100/40 = 2.5) and factor βr (100/55=1.8). The factor βa was calculated on the basis of: (i) 

the natural course of TBE [33,64] and (ii) all reported cases in Slovenia (patients with acute disease of the second stage with CNS involvement). 
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The factor βr for TBE in Slovenia is not available, therefore βr (100/55 = 1.8) is calculated taking into account that 55% TBE cases are reported in 

Slovenia.  

b The calculated average coefficient of variation (23%) of reported cases during the period 2002 to 2011 [63] was used for calculating the 

maximum and the minimum values of the factor γ. As it is stated that 97% of all reported cases are hospitalized in 2011 [63], a simplified 

assumption that all reported cases are hospitalized is used. 

c The age groups available for duration of hospitalization at 15 to 60 years and >60 years [71] is adapted into a set of age groups of 15-24, 25-34, 

35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74 and 75+ years based on official sources of the NIJZ [63].  

d The maximum and the minimum values for duration of hospitalization by all age group, were taken from published studies in Slovenia [70,71]. 

e Disability weights for acute disease of the second stage are not available, therefore the disability weights of Japanese encephalitis from GBD 2004 

were updated and subsequently taken into account [68].  

f The maximum and minimum values of probabilities for mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae for those aged 15 years and 

over were taken from the highest and lowest values from both studies in Slovenia [65] and Lithuania [4].  

g The maximum and the minimum values of probabilities for mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae for under the age of 15 

years were taken from both studies in Slovenia [72,73].  

h Disability weights for mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae due to TBE are not available, therefore the disability weights 

for each of these sequelae as well as their maximum and minimum values were calculated as 1 minus available quality weights. The quality weights 

for mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae and their maximum and the minimum values were derived from published data 

[69]. 

i The factor βd (100/50 = 2) was calculated taking into account that 50% TBE deaths are reported [66].  

j The maximum and minimum values for factor βd is calculated as ± 2 times the base case value. 

k The probability of death due to TBE was calculated from the average reported deaths due to TBE during the period 2002 to 2011 (1) [63] divided 

by all reported TBE cases from 2011 (247) [63].  

 

In sensitivity analyses, we tested how the results change with changes in the 

input parameters’ values. One-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) were 

conducted. With one-way sensitivity analyses one parameter was changed while other 

parameters were kept constant at the base case values. The maximum and minimum 

values of each parameter were defined by the range from Table 1. The results of one-

way sensitivity analyses were represented as a tornado diagram for the population 

perspective. PSA was conducted in the form of simulations using @Risk® (Palisade 

Corporation) and 1000 repetitions. Uniform distributions were used between 

maximum and minimum values as defined by the ranges from Table 1. Results of the 

PSA were presented using 95%-uncertainty cut-offs. 

 

Results 

Base-case analyses 

Table 2 shows that from the population perspective total DALYs amount to 3,450 or 

167.8 per 100,000 population, while from the individual perspective they amount to 

3.1 per case. The disease burden is dominated by permanent neurological sequelae 

(93.9%), followed by the burden of premature death due to TBE (5.6%), while the 

burden due to the acute disease of the second stage reflects the smallest proportion 

(0.5%). Within the total permanent neurological sequelae, the burden of moderate 
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sequelae presents the biggest proportion (77.6%) followed by the burden of severe 

sequelae (14.0%) and the burden of mild sequelae (2.4%).  

 

Table 2. Calculated DALYs due to TBE for one year from the population perspective (YLLs, 

YLDs, DALYs and DALYs per 100,000 population) and individual perspective (DALYs per 

case). 

 
Health outcomes Cases YLLs  YLDs  DALYs  DALYs per 

case 

DALYs per 

100,000 

population 

Acute disease of the second 

stage 

1,112 0 17 17 0.015 0.8 

Permanent neurological 

sequelae      

           

             Mild sequelae  101 0 83 83 0.075 4.0 

             Moderate sequelae 467 0 2,672 2,672 2.403 129.9 

             Sever sequelae 21 0 484 484 0.435 23.5 

Total permanent neurological 

sequelae 

    3,239 3,239 2.913 157.5 

Death due to TBE 9 194 0 194 0.174 9.4 

All health outcomes   194 3,256 3,450 3.1 167.8 

 

Cases = estimated cases. 

Results in the Table 2 are presented in both disaggregated form (YLLs, YLDs) and aggregated form (DALYs) for one year and are in line with the 

methodology protocol for calculating the burden of communicable diseases in EU and EEA/EFTA [62].  

YLLs = the number of life years lost due to premature death due to TBE at an age of 67 years [30]. 

YLDs = the number of life years lost due to disability. 

DALYs = disability-adjusted life years. DALYs are calculated as the sum of YLLs and YLDs. DALYs per case are calculated as DALYs divided by the 

number of estimated cases of acute disease of the second stage. DALYs per 100,000 populations are calculated as DALYs divided by the Slovene 

population of 2,050,189 people [74] and then multiply by 100,000.  

 

Fig. 2 shows that, from the population perspective, the burden of TBE expressed in 

DALYs in the age group from 15 to 54 years amounts to 68% of the total burden. The 

burden in the working age population from 15 to 64 years amounts to 85%. Within 

working age populations, the burden in the prime-aged workers group from 25 to 54 

years of age amounts to 53%, followed by the burden in the youth workers group from 

15-24 years of age and older workers group from 55 to 64 years (16-17%).  

The burden expressed as the number of reported cases in the age group from 

15 to 54 years amounts to 51% of the total burden and to 72% in the working age 

population aged 15 to 64 years. The burden in the prime-aged workers group 

amounts to 43%, followed by the burden in the older workers group (21%), while the 

burden in youth workers group amounts to 8%. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of relative TBE burden expressed in total DALYs from the population 

perspective with the relative TBE burden expressed by the number of reported cases by age 

groups. DALYs and reported cases are averages over 2004-2011. 

 

Fig. 3 demonstrates annual data of total DALYs over time, with the peak of 5,279 

DALYs in 2006 and the lowest value of 2,572 DALYs in 2010. Long-term burden 

average between 2004 and 2011 amounts to 3,626 DALYs while a short-term average 

between 2009 and 2011 amounts to 3,439 DALYs. Our 2011 estimate can therefore be 

considered as representative for previous years, despite a slight overall decline during 

the years. 
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Fig. 3. Trend analysis of TBE burden expressed in total DALYs in years 2004 to 2011 from 

the population perspective. 

 

Sensitivity analyses 

With one-way sensitivity analyses, it was tested which parameters have the greatest 

influence on the modelʼs results. From Fig. 4, the ordering of parameters according to 

their influence on DALYs can be seen. The disability weights of moderate permanent 

neurological sequelae have the greatest influence on estimated DALYs.  
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Fig. 4. Tornado diagram of the one-way sensitivity analyses of TBE burden expressed in total 

DALYs from the population perspective. 

 

Results of the probabilistic sensitivity analyses presented in Fig. 5 show a 95% 

uncertainty interval from 2,394 to 5,774 DALYs. It shows that, for example, with 0.95 

likelihood total DALYs are higher than 2,394, whereas DALYs are higher than 2,631 

with 0.9 likelihood. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Cumulative ascending curve of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis of TBE burden 

expressed in total DALYs from the population perspective, reflecting the likelihood (y-axis) of 

being below a specified total DALYs impact (x-axis). 
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Discussion 

DALYs as a composite measure enable the combination of information on incidence, 

mortality and sequelae associated with TBE infection. Therefore, DALYs provide 

unique insight into the disease burden [34]. From the population perspective, total 

DALYs amount to 3,450 (167.8 per 100,000 population) in 2011 in Slovenia, while 

from the individual perspective they amount to 3.1 per case for that same year. The 

majority of the estimated burden is centered in adults with potential major impact on 

productivity losses. 1.5% of TBE burden in the age group from 5-14 years seems low 

compared to the burden in adults. However, as these are children and disease in 

children is often considered as of even higher subjective burden than in adults, a 

greater relative burden of disease may well be conceived than reflected just by the 

bare percentages. Also, the present study emphasizes the impact of neurological 

sequelae. These sequelae have significant impact on patients᾽ quality of life, social 

and working activities. Cognitive impairments are perhaps one of the most relevant 

sequelae of TBE and potentially are crucial in the work environment. 

In the present study, TBE country-specific data were used for the DALYs 

calculation. The study estimates are based on the best evidence the authors could 

find, however, some data and information were not available for Slovenia, such as 

disability weights for TBE, both correction factors βd (under-reporting of deaths due 

to TBE) and βr (under-reporting of cases of the acute disease of the second stage). In 

Slovenia, only cases with the acute disease of the second stage with CNS [75] and 

death due to TBE [63] are routinely reported, DALYs have previously not been used 

to measure the burden of TBE and application of correction factors for TBE as done 

in the present study reflects an innovative approach in DALYs’ calculations. The 

disease burden model developed in the present study could be used as a 

representative model for TBE DALYs’ calculations for other countries. Cases with 

asymptomatic infection and symptomatic cases including acute disease of the first 

stage are not captured by notification or surveillance systems in Slovenia [75] nor by 

our correction factors, causing potential under-estimation of our DALYs’ estimates.  

Disability weights of mild and severe permanent neurological sequelae, as 

addressed in the one-way sensitivity analyses, appeared to have no crucial impact on 

DALYs. Additionally, correction for under-reporting of deaths due to TBE shows only 

a slight impact on YLLs in the full disease burden. It is estimated that at the 

European level (Albania, Austria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 
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Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russian 

Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland) only 30-40% of TBE 

cases are reported [76], meaning that 60-70% of TBE cases are misdiagnosed, 

misclassified and miscounted. These figures are derived from varying systems of TBE 

surveillance and notification and varying diagnostic procedures among these 

countries in the investigated time period up to 2000 [7]. As TBE has been mandatory 

notifiable since 1977 in Slovenia [7] and awareness about TBE might increased in the 

last years, we decided to use a conservative estimate of 55% of TBE cases being 

reported in Slovenia. Taking into account the proportion of 30-40% of TBE reported 

cases [76], our total DALYs estimation would obviously still reflect an under-

estimate. 

Trend analysis of the TBE burden may be interpreted as showing a slight 

decrease in DALYs for the time period between 2004 and 2011, likely mainly due to 

increasing awareness of the disease among the general population. Despite increasing 

awareness during the last years, vaccination coverage of 13% in terms of persons 

receiving one or two doses of TBE vaccine was low in 2009 [77]. Notably, vaccination 

seems far too low in Slovenia for efficient prevention and control of TBE [31]. Still, 

the trend analysis shows that the estimated burden of 3,450 DALYs for 2011 is likely 

representative for the national disease burden. 

In a report of the Dutch National Institute of Public Health & the 

Environment, burdens are presented as measured in DALYs, incidence and mortality 

for seven selected infectious diseases (influenza, measles, HIV, campylobacteriosis, 

infection with enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli, salmonellosis and tuberculosis) 

and compared between some European countries [34]. It was concluded that the 

relative burden of these diseases expressed in DALYs is different compared to the 

relative burden expressed just by incidence or mortality data [34]. In a related study 

[78] explicitly recommend to calculate DALYs also for other infectious diseases in 

Europe to prioritize interventions.  

DALYs have previously not been used to measure the burden of TBE. TBE 

burden, expressed in DALYs is not included in GBD studies, and results of the 

present study give novel information in that respect. Comparison of the TBE burden 

expressed in DALYs in the present study to DALYs for other infectious diseases from 

the GBD 2010 study for Slovenia [79] is possible. However, this comparison should 

be considered with caution as no GBD disability weights for TBE exist. In the GBD 
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2010 study for Slovenia [79], the cluster for communicable, maternal, neonatal and 

nutritional disorders presents 25,501 DALYs per year. Within this group [79], lower 

respiratory infections present the highest burden with 7,545 DALYs amounting to 

29.6%, followed by diarrheal diseases with 1,225 DALYs (4.8%), otitis media with 954 

DALYs (3.7%), upper respiratory infections with 951 DALYs (3.7%), tuberculosis with 

776 DALYs (3%) and HIV/AIDS with 547 DALYs (2.1%). The potential proportion of 

our estimated TBE burden in this cluster amounts to 13.5%, demonstrating a 

relatively high burden in Slovenia. Thus, the present study can serve as an 

informative estimation of the TBE᾿s national burden and the importance of the TBE 

on population's health in Slovenia. TBE can be considered to have a high impact on 

public health and to present a challenge for more efficient health policies and actions 

to reduce TBE in Slovenia. Such action may lead to huge population health benefits 

on national scales. 

Austria is the only European country where an extended vaccination campaign 

was launched in 1981. In Austria, vaccination is free of charge only for people with an 

occupational risk of TBE, while for the rest of the Austrian population a part of the 

costs are still covered by health insurance [9,80]. Vaccination coverage of persons 

receiving at least one dose of vaccine increased from 6% at the beginning of the 

programme to 88% in 2006, with 58% being regularly vaccinated within the 

recommended schedule [27]. This has led to drastic reductions in TBE in all age 

groups [27]. In the years between 2000 and 2006, about 2800 cases were prevented 

in Austria [27].  

TBE is endemic in Slovenia, one of the countries with the highest incidence 

worldwide [30]. In Slovenia, vaccination is recommended for the general population 

from the age of one. TBE vaccine is free of charge only for those who are potentially 

exposed during fieldwork while the rest of the population has to pay for the 

vaccination [81,82]. Furthermore, because of limited public health resources in 

Slovenia, it was recommended [30] to provide only selective access to free of charge 

vaccination for specific age groups in specific regions. The findings of the present 

study may suggest the need to prioritize prevention of TBE disease further and 

reallocation of limited public health resources in Slovenia, for example, for an 

extended TBE vaccination for all groups, ages and regions, potentially free of charge 

or at a reduced price. It has been shown before that extended TBE vaccination can be 

beneficial from an economic perspective [80]. Extended vaccination may result in 
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major health benefits to the population as a whole as well as cost savings to the 

health-care system. 

 

Conclusions 

TBE presents a relatively high burden in Slovenia, expressed in DALYs both from the 

population and individual perspectives. Public-health impact may justify relocation of 

scarce budgets to better control TBE. In particular, continued awareness raising and 

corresponding increased vaccination coverage is needed to reduce TBE and its 

consequences in Slovenia. 
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Abstract 

Background: Slovenia is an endemic country with a high incidence rate of tick-

borne encephalitis (TBE) and low vaccination coverage. TBE causes high costs for the 

health care insurances as well as the society due to hospitalization and frequent long 

term or permanent neurological sequelae. Vaccination is effective and a safe 

prophylaxis against TBE. 

 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio (ICER) between vaccination and no vaccination in Slovenia. The 

results are shown as cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained from the view 

of the health care payer and the society. 

 

Methods: Based on the natural course of the disease, the Markov model was used 

for comparing the economic and health outcomes of vaccinated and unvaccinated 

groups from 18 to 80 years of age. 

 

Results: The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio from the current Slovenian 

vaccination programme for FSME-Immun® compared to no vaccination amounts to 

€15,128 per QALY gained and for Encepur® €20,099 per QALY gained from the view 

of the health care payer. From the view of the society vaccination is cost saving, 

mainly due to avoiding the high indirect costs. 

 

Conclusions: According to the cost-effectiveness threshold as proposed by the 

Slovenian Health Council, the current Slovenian vaccination programme against TBE 

is cost-effective from the health care payer’s perspective and also economical from 

the society’s perspective. 

 

Keywords: Tick-borne encephalitis • cost-effectiveness • adults • Slovenia 
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Introduction 

Slovenia is within Europe one of the countries with the highestrate of 

incidence of tick borne encephalitis (TBE) and low vaccination coverage [1]. In 

different parts of Europe, the incidence of the disease is increasing and new foci are 

emerging [2,3]. The risk of infection is related to increases of mobility in the endemic 

area, changing lifestyles and climate changes [2,3].  

TBE causes high costs for the health care insurances as well as the society due 

to hospitalization and frequent long term or permanent neurological sequelae [3,4]. 

Therefore it is worthwhile to find the most effective way of preventing TBE. Wearing 

suitable clothes and shoes, using repellents and avoiding tick-infested areas, is one of 

the ways to prevent the disease [1]. However, the most effective protection is 

vaccination against TBE [1,5,6]. In Slovenia there are currently two vaccines against 

TBE in use: FSME-Immun® and Encepur® [7]. Both vaccines are safe, effective and 

well tolerated [4,6,8]. Seeing that these two TBE vaccines can be used 

interchangeably [4,9], both vaccines were taken into account in the present study. A 

cost-benefit study on TBE vaccination was done [10]. However, cost-effectiveness 

studies on TBE immunization in Slovenia are clearly needed so that TBE vaccination 

could be included into the national immunization programmes [1].  

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the incremental cost effectiveness 

ratio between a vaccinated and no vaccinated group from 18 to 80 years of age from 

the view of the health care payer and the society. 

 

Methods 

Natural course of disease 

The Eastern subtype virus is characterized by a monophasic course of the 

disease, while the Western subtype virus usually causes a biphasic course of the 

disease [11]. According to the WHO [6] only one third of the infected develops the 

typical biphasic course of the disease. Clinical acute signs of the disease (meningitis, 

meningoencephalitis, meningoencephalomyelits) appear suddenly [6,12,13] and most 

of the patients with these signs need hospitalization [6,12]. However, the 

consequences of the disease affect the quality of life and sometimes change the 

individual’s life-style [13]. In the Slovenian region, Radšel-Medvešček et al. [14] 

categorized the sequelae into three groups: minor complaints (10%), 
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Fig. 1. Natural course of TBE. 

 

major complaints (46%), and difficulties associated with resuming previous levels of 

activity (2%). Therefore these permanent sequelae were used in the current study and 

were classified according to Bohr et al. [12] as mild, moderate and severe.  

Some reports suggest that there is an abortive form of TBE [15]. This 

suggestion relies more on data for Eastern TBE than on data for Western TBE [15]. 

Mortality in adults due to the disease is 1–2% [2]. The natural course of the disease is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Model 

On the basis of the natural course of the disease (Fig. 1) a Markov model in 

TreeAge Pro 2011 (TreeAge Software Inc., Williamstown, MA, USA) was developed. 

This model was chosen because it is the most widely used technique in health 

economics for the evaluation of cost-effectiveness [16]. In the present study, the 

model was used to compare the economic and health outcomes of vaccinated and 

unvaccinated groups between the age of 18 and 80 years (i.e. a time horizon of 62 

years). The whole life cycle of both groups was included. A cycle length of 1 year was 

used. During each cycle, patients who do not die due to other causes, develop TBE, 

which may lead to either permanent neurological sequelae, or recovery or death due 

to TBE. Permanent neurological sequelae were divided into mild, moderate and 
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severe, depending on their impact on the patient’s quality of life. Patients moved 

through these health states based on annual transition probabilities. Each health 

state is associated with costs and quality weights. Costs and quality weights of the 

second stage (i.e. hospitalization) were used as prior costs for starting the Markov 

process. According to Bohr et al. [12] mild sequelae (emotional liability, tiredness, 

and headache intermittent) do not have a significant impact on patients’ quality of 

life, while moderate sequelae (ataxia of gait, paresis of extremities, pronounced 

dementia or severe deafness) affect patients’ quality of life, their daily activities, social 

and working capacity. In patients with severe sequelae, social life and working 

capacity are seriously affected and in a few cases patients need institutional care. The 

results were shown as the cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained due to 

vaccination from the view of the health care payer and the society. QALY takes into 

account both the quantity and quality of life. The Markov six state model is shown in 

Fig. 2, while the input data for the model are presented in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Markov model with six health states. The mild, moderate and severe sequelae are all 

permanent. Death occurs from the disease as well as from other causes.  

 

Vaccination 

The current Slovenian immunization programme recommends 3 doses of 

vaccine (0, 1–3, 9–12 months) plus first booster after three years and following 

boosters every five years [32]. For individuals aged over 60 years vaccinated with 

FSME-Immun® and for individuals aged over 50 years vaccinated with Encepur®, a 

3-year interval is recommended [32]. 
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On the basis of this recommendation vaccination with FSME Immun ® and 

Encepur® were used in the present study:  

Vaccination with FSME-Immun®: at the age of 18, three doses of vaccine 

during the first year plus the first booster after three years at the age of 21, following 

boosters every five years till the age of 61 and then every three years till the age of 80 

years.  

Vaccination with Encepur®: at the age of 18, three doses of vaccine during the 

first year plus the first booster after three years at the age of 21, following boosters 

every five years till the age of 51 and then every three years till the age of 80 years.  

The efficacy of 98.7% for both vaccines was used in the present study [23]. 

 

Costs 

The costs were calculated from the published data by the Slovenian Health 

Insurance for the year 2012 [24]. The study was carried out from the perspective of a 

health care payer covering the direct costs, as well as from the perspective of the 

society, where also indirect costs were taken into account. In direct costs, the costs of 

the general practitioner (GP) and physician specialist visits as well as the costs of 

hospitalization were included. Indirect costs were costs due to loss of productivity 

and they included the costs due to absence from work.  

The average costs of hospitalization were calculated from the Disease Related 

Groups (DRG) weights [26]. Due to the lack of data for the DRG weight for 

mechanical ventilation and the number of check-ups at the GP as well as the 

physician specialists of patients with neurological sequelae, an estimate was provided 

by an expert [27] and used in the study The weighted average cost of hospitalization 

was calculated from costs of hospitalization and the probabilities of patients who 

need hospitalization. The average costs of mild and moderate sequelae were 

calculated from the costs of several check-ups at the GP and physician specialists 

(neurologist, psychiatrist, infectologist). The percentage of patients with paresis, (in 

the moderate sequelae group) amounts to 3.8% [21]. Here the cost of visiting the out-

patient physiotherapy treatments was also taken into account. The average costs of 

the severe sequelae were calculated as the price of one day in a single room 

institutional care [25].  

Adults (aged 18–60) being treated in the hospital are absent from work for 9 

days and seniors (aged >60) 10 das [21] throughout the whole year. Patients with 
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mild sequelae are not absent from work [12,17], 80% of patients with moderate 

sequelae are absent from work for 4 h per day throughout the whole year and the 

remaining of patients are absent from work 8 h a day [10,12,17]. Days of productivity 

were valued at the average daily wage which was in €2011 8.18 per hour [28].  

The price of both TBE vaccines, as published by the health insurance [7] were 

used. The price for FSME-Immun® was €20 and for Encepur® €24 [7]. 

 

Table 1. Input data for the Markov model: probability of contracting the disease, by age 

groups and costs both were calculated from data found in the references, while other 

variables were directly used from the references. 

 
Input variable Base-case  Range  Reference 

(base-

case) 

Risk of exposure 70 %   [18] 

Probability of contracting disease, by age groups   0.0150 % - 

0.0354 %a 

  

18 - 24 0.0168 %   [19, 20] 

25 - 34 0.0153 %   [19, 20] 

35 - 44 0.0151 %   [19, 20] 

45 - 54 0.0275 %   [19, 20] 

55 - 64 0.0339 %   [19, 20] 

65 - 74 0.0354 %   [19, 20] 

75 + 0.0150 %   [19, 20] 

Probability of health outcome       

Permanent mild neurological sequelae  10 %  10 % - 15.4 %b [14] 

Permanent moderate neurological sequelae 46 %  22 % - 46 %b [14] 

Permanent severe neurological sequelae 2 %  2 % - 8.6 %b [14] 

Recovered & Immune residual     

Probability of death from disease, by age groups       

18≤60  0   [21] 

>60  2.3 %  1.84 % - 2.76 %c [21] 

Probability of dying due to other reasons, by age 0.063 %-5.814 %d  [22] 

Vaccination       

Vaccination with FSME-Immun®     

Age at vaccination with 3 doses of vaccine 18     

Age at vaccination with first booster of vaccine 21     

Five years booster interval  from the age 21 till the 

age of 61 

    

Three years booster interval from the age 61 till the 

age of 80 

    

Vaccination with Encepur®     
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Age at vaccination with 3 doses of vaccine 18   

Age at vaccination with first booster of vaccine 21   

Five years booster interval from the age 21 till the 

age of 51 

  

Three years booster interval from the age 51 till the 

age of 80 

  

Efficacy for both vaccines 98.7 % 97.98 % - 99.09 

%  

[23] 

Duration of efficacy for both vaccines lifetime     

Costs of vaccine per dose       

Price for FSME-Immun® Adults €20    [7] 

Price for Encepur® Adults €24   [7] 

Administration cost for both vaccines  €2    [24] 

Cost of FSME-Immun® €22  €18 -26e  

Cost of Encepur® €26  €21- 31e   

Direct costs per year       

Weighted average cost of hospitalization, by age 

groups 

      

18≤60  €6,457     

>60  €6,876     

Permanent mild neurological sequelae  €70  €56 -84e [24] 

Permanent moderate neurological sequelae €122  €98 -146e [24] 

Permanent severe neurological sequelae €28,952 €23,162 -34,742e [25] 

Costs of hospitalization per year       

Medical unit €5,187    [21, 26] 

Intensive care €14,899    [21, 26] 

Mechanical ventilation €47,878    [21, 27] 

Probability of patients who need hospitalization, by 

age groups 

      

Medical unit 80.8 %   

Intensive care      

18≤60  5.3 %   [21] 

>60  10.8 %   [21] 

Mechanical ventilation     [21] 

18≤60  1.6 %   [21]  

>60  1.5 %   [21]  

Indirect costs per year, based on absence from 

work 

      

Hospitalization, by age groups      

18≤60  €632   [28] 

>60  €702   [28] 

Permanent mild neurological sequelae  0    

Permanent moderate neurological sequelae €15,383 €12,306  - 

18,460e 

[28] 

Permanent severe neurological sequelae €25,638  € 20,510 - [28] 
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30,766e 

Duration of hospitalization, by age groups       

18≤60  9 days   [21] 

>60  10 days   [21] 

Quality weights6      

Susceptible 1   [29] 

Hospitalization  0.19   [30] 

Permanent mild neurological sequelae  0.977 0.90 – 1  [29] 

Permanent moderate neurological sequelae 0.84 0.75 - 0.90  [30] 

Permanent severe neurological sequelae 0.371 0.30 - 0.50  [29] 

Discount rate (costs & quality weights) 5 % 0 - 5 %g [31] 

 
a Maximum value is the highest probability for contracting the disease and minimum value is the lowest probability for contracting the disease. 

b Maximum and minimum values of probability for mild, moderate and severe sequelae in the present study was taken from the highest and lowest 

values from both studies in Slovenia [14] and Lithuania [17]. 

c Maximum and minimum values of probability of death from disease are calculated as ±20% of the base-case value.  

d See Supplementary material [22]. 
e Maximum and minimum values of costs are calculated as ±20% of the base-case values and rounded up.  

f Quality weights for calculating QUALY were obtained from published studies [29,30]. Value 1 represents perfect mental and physical health 

(susceptible) and value 0 represents death [29]. 

g Maximum values of discount rate (costs & quality weights) are base-case values. Minimum values of discount rate are -5% of the base-case value.  

 

Table 2. Incremental cost per QALY gained from the view of the health care payer, when 

vaccination is compared with no vaccination. 

 
Outcome Vaccination with  

FSME-Immun®. 

No 

vaccination 

Vaccination with  

Encepur®. 

No 

vaccination 

Cost (€) 49.10 15.86 60.02 15.86 

Incremental cost (€) per persona 33.23  44.15  

Expected QALY per person 7.953 7.951 7.953 7.951 

Incremental QALY per persona 0.002  0.002  

Incremental cost (€) per QALY gained 15,128   20,099   

 

a Each incremental value compares the values of the vaccinated group with FSME-Immun® or Encepur® with the values of the no vaccinated 

group.  

Costs and outcomes discounted at 5% [31]. 
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Table 3. Incremental cost per QALY gained from the view of the society, when vaccination is 

compared with no vaccination. 

 
Outcome Vaccination with  

FSME-Immun®. 

No 

vaccination 

Vaccination with  

Encepur®. 

No 

vaccination 

Cost (€) 51.03 164.10 61.95 164.10 

Incremental cost (€) per persona -113.05  -102.13  

Expected QALY per person 7.953 7.951 7.953 7.951 

Incremental QALY per persona 0.002  0.002  

Incremental cost (€) per QALY gained 51,462   46,491   

 

a Each incremental value compares the values of the vaccinated group with FSME-Immun® or Encepur® with the values of the 

no vaccinated group. Costs and outcomes discounted at 5% [31]. 

 

Base-case analysis  

Costs and health outcomes were discounted at a 5% annual rate as recommended and 

used by different European countries [31]. The results were shown as the incremental 

cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) from the view of the health care payer and the society. 

The ICER which is calculated as the difference in the cost of vaccination and no 

vaccination, divided by the difference in the QALY produced by vaccination and no 

vaccination.  

 

Sensitivity analysis 

With sensitivity analysis it was tested how the result may change with changes in the 

input parameter’s values. One-way sensitivity and probabilistic analysis (PSA) were 

performed. Both analyses were performed on vaccination with FSME-Immun® and 

Encepur® compared to no vaccination. A threshold value of €30,000 per QALY 

gained (as proposed by the Slovenian Health Council [33], was set. The results of the 

one-way sensitivity analysis of both vaccines were presented from the health care 

payer’s point of view. PSA was performed in the form of Monte Carlo simulation; the 

number of samples was 10,000. Uniform distribution was used, except for vaccine 

efficacy where triangular distribution was used and maximum and minimum values 

of parameters for the distribution were defined by range from Table 1. The results of a 

PSA were represented by using cost-effectiveness acceptability curves from the view 

of the health care payer. 
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Results 

Base-case analysis  

Table 2 shows that vaccination with FSME-Immun® or Encepur®, if compared to no 

vaccination, was associated with a greater benefit in terms of QALY. Vaccination with 

both vaccines can be considered cost-effective if the threshold value of €30,000 per 

QALY gained (as proposed by Slovenian Health Council, [33]) is taken into account. 

Vaccination with FSME-Immun® was less costly compared to vaccination with 

Encepur®, both vaccines showed identical benefit in terms of QALY. Table 3 shows 

that vaccination with both vaccines is less costly as well as more effective than no 

vaccination (i.e. dominant). 

 

Sensitivity analysis 

One-way sensitivity analysis 

With the one-way sensitivity analysis it was tested which parameters have the 

greatest influence on the model’s results. Results of the one-way sensitivity analysis 

are shown graphically in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. The one-way sensitivity analysis for vaccination for both vaccines from the view of the 

health care payer. ICER presents the cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. The 

quality weights are relative values according to the health state in terms of the psychological 

aspect and functional handicap. Value 1 represents perfect mental and physical health and 

value 0 represents death [29]. Costs and outcomes are discounted at 5% [31].  

 

From the view of the health care payer, ICER at the base case for FSME-Immun® is 

€15,128 per QALY gained and for Encepur® €20,099 per QALY gained. Vaccination 

at the base case for FSME-Immun ® and Encepur® is cost-effective if the threshold 

value of €30,000 per QALY gained (as proposed by Slovenian Health Council, [33]) is 

taken into account. Parameters which are the key drivers of the model’s results for 

vaccination with FSME-Immun® and Encepur® are: probability of moderate 

sequelae, probability of severe sequelae, probability of contracting TBE, discount rate 

(costs and quality weights), quality weights of moderate sequelae, cost for FSME-

Immun® and Encepur®. Even if parameter values change within a fixed range, 

vaccination is still cost-effective (i.e. an ICER is below €30,000 per QALY gained). 
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Only at a minimum probability value for the moderate sequelae the ICER for 

vaccination with Encepur® is €35,595 per QALY gained and at a maximum 

probability value for the severe sequelae, vaccination is cost saving. When costs and 

benefit were not discounted, the ICER is €1846 per QALY gained for FSME-Immun® 

and €4183 per QALY gained for Encepur®. At a maximum value of both vaccine 

costs, vaccination is still cost-effective, the ICER value does not exceed €30,000 per 

QALY gained. 

 

Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves 

Results of the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves show that for a willingness-to-

pay (WTP) value of €20,000 per QALY gained, a vaccination with FSME-Immun® 

has a 99.3% chance of being cost-effective, while a vaccination with Encepur® has a 

97.7% chance of being cost-effective. 

 

Discussion 

The results show that, from the health care payer’s perspective, vaccination for adults 

under the current Slovenian immunization programme is cost-effective if the 

threshold of €30,000 per QALY gained (as proposed, [33]) is taken into account. The 

ICER at the base case for FSME-Immun® is €15,128 per QALY gained and for 

Encepur® €20,099 per QALY gained. From the society’s perspective vaccination is 

cost saving, mainly due to avoiding the high indirect costs. With the one-way and 

probabilistic sensitivity analyses the parameter values within a given range were 

changed. ICER values of these parameters do not exceed the threshold value of 

€30,000 per QALY gained from the health care payer’s and society’s perspective. 

Only at a minimum probability value for the moderate sequelae at vaccination with 

Encepur®, yields an ICER of €35,595 per QALY gained. That is in accordance with 

the Slovenian Health Council’s definition, which stipulates that it is partly cost-

effective (an ICER is below €45,000 per QALY gained and above €30,000 per QALY 

gained [33]. At a maximum probability value for the severe sequelae, vaccination is 

cost saving. For TBE there are no recent cost-effectiveness evaluations [6]. An 

estimate for Austria (Schwarz, 1993) suggests that the TBE vaccine may be cost-

effective, at least in countries where TBE is widespread and highly endemic [6]. In 

Sweden the cost-effectiveness ratio for immunization was estimated to be 1.68, if 

hypothetically 75% of cases were averted by a vaccination rate of 42% for the 
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Stockholm population [34]. The limitation of the present study is that it was focused 

only on the adult population. Only the adult population was taken into account 

because with increasing age the clinical course of the disease is more severe and the 

elderly are very active and mobile, putting them at higher risk for contracting TBE 

[2]. Although Čižman et al. found severe TBE that required treatment in an intensive 

care unit for 7 (5.2%) of 133 children who were hospitalized between 1993 and 1998 

[35], it was stated in 2003 that the disease at children is mild with favourable health 

outcomes [36]. Therefore children were not included in the present work as well as 

the fact that in 2009, the proportion of sick children under 15 years of age accounted 

for 8.9% [19]. Grkič-Vitek et al. in 2011 stated the trend in Slovenia shows a decrease 

of morbidity at children [1]. The second limitation is that this study does not take into 

account the first stage of the disease with symptoms of headache, fever, and vomiting. 

People often mistake the symptoms as a result of infection with TBE with flu. Mostly 

they do not even visit a GP. Also an abortive form of TBE is not included in this study 

because it does not exist in Slovenia [15]. The third limitation is that vaccination 

adverse effects were not taken into account. The reason is that only common adverse 

effects were reported, but none were serious or life threatening [37]. The economic 

burden of tick-borne encephalitis in Slovenia is in preparation (Šmit et al.). 

Both vaccines are safe, effective and well tolerated by humans [4,6,8]. Vaccination is 

effective and a safe prophylaxis against TBE. Increasing vaccination coverage rate will 

reduce the number of patients and the consequences which follow. 

 

Conclusions 

According to the cost-effectiveness threshold as proposed by the Slovenian Health 

Council, vaccination under the current Slovenian immunization programme against 

TBE is cost-effective for adults from the health care payer’s perspective. In terms of 

the society, vaccination brings economic savings. 

 

Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2012.07.083. 
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Supplementary material 

 

Table 4. Life table by age (from the age 18 till the age of 80) for 2009 [22]. 

 
Both sexes Probability of 

dying 
Number of 
persons 
surviving 

Number of 
death 

Number of 
person-years 

Total number 
of person-
years 

Life 
expectancy 

x qx lx dx  Lx Tx ex  
18 0.00063 99541 62 99510 6115849 61.4 

19 0.00042 99479 42 99458 6016339 60.5 

20 0.00052 99437 52 99411 5916882 59.5 

21 0.00068 99385 67 99351 5817471 58.5 

22 0.00071 99318 71 99282 5718120 57.6 

23 0.00045 99247 44 99225 5618838 56.6 

24 0.00047 99202 47 99179 5519613 55.6 

25 0.00046 99156 46 99133 5420434 54.7 

26 0.00048 99110 47 99087 5321301 53.7 

27 0.00053 99063 52 99037 5222214 52.7 

28 0.00061 99011 60 98980 5123177 51.7 

29 0.00076 98950 75 98913 5024197 50.8 

30 0.00063 98875 62 98844 4925284 49.8 

31 0.00064 98813 63 98781 4826440 48.8 

32 0.00054 98750 53 98723 4727659 47.9 

33 0.00039 98696 38 98677 4628935 46.9 

34 0.00088 98658 87 98615 4530258 45.9 

35 0.00073 98572 72 98536 4431643 45.0 

36 0.00096 98500 95 98452 4333107 44.0 

37 0.00091 98405 89 98360 4234655 43.0 

38 0.00073 98316 72 98280 4136294 42.1 

39 0.00122 98244 119 98184 4038015 41.1 

40 0.00142 98124 139 98055 3939830 40.2 

41 0.00115 97985 112 97929 3841776 39.2 

42 0.00158 97873 155 97795 3743847 38.3 

43 0.00223 97718 218 97609 3646051 37.3 

44 0.00154 97500 150 97425 3548442 36.4 

45 0.00182 97350 178 97261 3451017 35.4 

46 0.00268 97173 261 97042 3353755 34.5 

47 0.00271 96912 262 96781 3256713 33.6 

48 0.00330 96649 319 96490 3159933 32.7 

49 0.00316 96330 304 96178 3063443 31.8 

50 0.00400 96026 384 95834 2967264 30.9 

51 0.00349 95642 334 95475 2871430 30.0 

52 0.00432 95308 412 95102 2775955 29.1 

53 0.00473 94896 449 94672 2680853 28.3 

54 0.00611 94447 577 94159 2586182 27.4 

55 0.00648 93870 609 93566 2492023 26.5 

56 0.00648 93262 604 92960 2398457 25.7 

57 0.00702 92658 651 92332 2305497 24.9 

58 0.00718 92007 661 91676 2213165 24.1 

59 0.00819 91346 748 90972 2121489 23.2 

60 0.00838 90598 759 90219 2030517 22.4 

61 0.00950 89839 853 89413 1940298 21.6 
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62 0.01143 88986 1017 88477 1850885 20.8 

63 0.01046 87969 920 87509 1762408 20.0 

64 0.01118 87048 973 86562 1674899 19.2 

65 0.01367 86075 1176 85487 1588338 18.5 

66 0.01397 84899 1186 84306 1502851 17.7 

67 0.01640 83713 1373 83026 1418545 16.9 

68 0.01684 82340 1386 81647 1335519 16.2 

69 0.01744 80954 1412 80248 1253872 15.5 

70 0.01927 79542 1533 78776 1173624 14.8 

71 0.02036 78009 1588 77215 1094849 14.0 

72 0.02462 76421 1881 75480 1017634 13.3 

73 0.02594 74539 1933 73573 942154 12.6 

74 0.02949 72606 2141 71536 868581 12.0 

75 0.03377 70465 2380 69275 797045 11.3 

76 0.03667 68085 2497 66837 727770 10.7 

77 0.03732 65588 2448 64365 660933 10.1 

78 0.04574 63141 2888 61697 596568 9.4 

79 0.04973 60253 2996 58755 534872 8.9 

80 0.05814 57257 3329 55592 476117 8.3 
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Triggered by specific comments [1], Annex 6.1 provides some more details on 

my original study “Cost-effectiveness of tick-borne encephalitis vaccination in 

Slovenian adults” [2].  

The values of QALYs and costs are calculated accordance to the Markov model 

by using the formula for discounting 

 

O0!#	0*	"#$%$#&

71 + *)#(=
���
 

 

and the time dependent values can be used as follows: 

 

Q$R( − T	7_	!#)V(=	             (1) 

 

�V( − T	7	!#)V( + !#)*#�V(=	          (2) 

 

where the startAge was 18 and in accordance with the proposed methodology [3] 

formula (2) was used.  

If formula (1) is used, the expected QALYs are approximately 19 years, if 

formula (2) is used, the expected QALYs are 7.953 years.  

Taking into account the 5% discount rate, the “present values” are 

automatically moved and set at the age of 0 years. Additionally, the half-cycle 

correction [4] reduces these values to half of the values (of QALYs and costs) at 18 

years and the values further decrease from the age of 0 to the age of 18.  

This explains why the input costs at 0 years are €33 and €13.71 by the age of 

18, which of course influences the total outcome of €49.10 for the costs from 18 to 80 

years of age.  

Life expectancy (LE) is an indicator of how long a person can expect to live on 

average, given prevailing mortality rates [5], and can be calculated from life tables 

while the calculation of QALYs should include the product of the utilities [6]. Seeing 

that these utilities are included in Table 1 (see Ref. [2]), the approximately 19 years 

for the QALYs as mentioned by Kos and Locatelli [1] could not have been evaluated 

only from the supplementary material file (Table 4, included in Ref. [2]), but must 

have included the utilities mentioned in Table 1 as well (see Ref. [2]).  

The same explanations are valid for the vaccine Encepur®.  
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The incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER = incremental cost per QALY 

gained) values of €15,128 per QALY gained for FSME-Immun® and €20,099 per 

QALY gained for Encepur® from the standpoint of the health care payer are in 

accordance with the above explanations. 
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Annex 6.2 provides some further details on the model and formulas used in my 

original study [1]. Also, it provides the platform to exhibit some policy impact of the 

original paper so far. Below, I start off with the latter aspect, before switching to 

details of the model. 

 

Policy Impact 

Based on the original article [1] as well as its model, the County Council of Sornland 

in Sweden decided about vaccination against tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) [2]. The 

abstract of the original article [1] was also included in their protocol. The results of 

the original article [1] were acknowledged by the Central European Vaccination 

Awareness Group [3] as well as by Italian researchers [4] and positively accepted at a 

congress in China [5]. The purpose of the original article [1] was to evaluate the 

incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) for TBE in Slovenian adults. An elaborate 

explanation follows. 

 

Modelling & Formulas used 

Markov modelling basics 

Markov models, named after the Russian mathematician Andrey Andreyevich 

Markov (1856–1922), are used widespread in different scientific disciplines [6]. 

According to Sonnenberg and Beck [7] the use of the Markov models for determining 

prognosis in medical application was described by Pauker and Beck in 1983. The 

basis for the original article [1] was this Markov model and the data in Table 1 of the 

original article [1] were fed into the TreeAge Pro2011. The window used for the 

calculations in the model was from the age of 18 to 80 years. A Markov cycle of 1 year 

was chosen. The assumption was made that all subjects start in the susceptible (well) 

state. The initial probability of 1 (100% of the cohort began at the susceptible state) 

below the branch of this state was assigned and was used by TreeAge Pro 2011 only 

once during the Markov process, to determine where the individuals should spend 

the first cycle ( stage = 0) of the process. Below the branch of the following state (mild 

sequelae, moderate sequelae, severe sequelae, death due to TBE, recovered and 

immune) the initial probability of 0 was entered. All costs and quality weights at the 

stage = 0 were equal to the susceptible (well) state since the entire cohort started the 

cycle in this state. Patients moved through health states based on annual transition 

probabilities. During each cycle, patients who do not die due to other causes, develop 
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TBE, which may lead to either permanent neurological sequelae, or recovery or death 

due to TBE. Costs and quality weights were assigned to the specific health state.  

 

Half cycle correction 

Counting the number of subjects only at the beginning or at the end of the cycle will 

lead to errors [7]. In reality transitions in a state occur continuously throughout each 

cycle, therefore the assumption is made that state transitions occur on average, 

halfway through each cycle [7]. In the original article [1] this half cycle correction in 

the model was used. The under- and overestimations were thereby balanced. 

 

Formulae 

In the original article [1] the time dependent value 

 

Age−f( stage+startAge) 

 

was included in the formula for discounting 

 

O0!#	0*	"#$%$#&

71 + *)#(=
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as the potency, i.e. 
��	
	��	�
���
W	

789��
�=
7XYZ[\]	XYZ^Y_[\=

 where: 

 

cost = input costs for the specific health state (included in Table 1 [1]) 

utility = quality weights for each health state (included in Table 1 [1]) 

rate = 5% discount rate for costs and utilities (included in Table 1 [1]) 

stage = cycle counter starting with zero 

startAge = 18 

This methodology was proposed by Muennig et al. [8]. 
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Expected quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) or effectiveness related to 

the above formulae 

 

Table 1. The expected QALYs per person vaccinated with FSME-Immun® from the view of 

the health care payer for two age groups. 

 
Outcome         Age group 18-80                     Age group 1-80 

aExpected QALYs per person         7.953                    18.8 
 

QALYs outcomes discounted at 5%. Half cycle correction is applied. 

a The total effectiveness accumulated over all cycles. 

 

Age as time dependent value, indicates that the expected QALYs for the age group of 

18–80 are 7.953 years and 18.8 for the group of 1–80. It shows that there is a 

difference in the QALYs between the age groups of 18–80 and 1–80 what means that 

Age as time dependent value shows the impact of TBE better. That is because 

children who have TBE but no permanent neurological sequelae are included in the 

age group of 1–80. 

 

Perspective of a newborn child 

The perspective of a newborn child for TBE regarding vaccination and the number of 

reported cases are also included in reports of the Institute of Public Health of the 

Republic of Slovenia [9,10]. TBE affects people of all ages and the severity of the 

disease increases with age [3]. Although there is a continuous debate about the use of 

discount rates in general [11] the 5% discount rate was used. This discount rate 

moved the “present values” to the age of 0 years. However that does not imply that 

the model runs from a newborn child perspective. 

 

The first year of vaccination (stage = 0) related to the above formulae 

 

Table 2. Costs during the first year of vaccination ( stage = 0) for adults when vaccinated 

with FSME-Immun® from the view of the health care payer. 

 
Outcome                                          Age group 18-80 

aCosts (€) at the _stage = 0                                          13.71 
 

a The first year of vaccination = stage = 0 at the age of 18.  
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During the first year of vaccination at the stage = 0 the probability is 1 only for the 

susceptible (well) state, and the costs are D 13.71 with the half cycle correction and 

5% discount rate and with the Age as time dependent value. The first year of 

vaccination ( stage = 0) is at the age of 18 and applies to healthy persons who are 

vaccinated with 3 doses of the vaccine FSME-Immun®. These people do not have any 

sequelae and therefore no other costs are included (Table 2). The same reasoning is 

valid for vaccination with Encepur® [1]. The ICER is the ratio between the costs of 

vaccination and no vaccination divided by the difference in QALYs produced by 

vaccination and no vaccination. The ICER is the same regardless of the intermediate 

results because the slope of the line that connects vaccination and no vaccination 

remains the same. Taking all the above scientific explanations as well as the 

international acceptance of the original article [1] into account, it is proved that the 

methodology and outcomes of the original article [1] are correct and rest on firm 

scientific arguments. 
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Discussion 

TBDs are a global public health concern. In Chapter 3, it has been discussed that TBE 

endemic belt extends from Alsace-Lorraine and Scandinavia to the North-Eastern 

parts of China and Northern Japan, however endemic areas are further expanding to 

new and nonendemic areas. Comparing the number of TBE reported cases between 

1976 and 1989 with those in period from 1990 to 2007, increases in TBE reported 

cases over 300% in Europe, including Russia, is seen. Comparing the number of TBE 

reported cases between 1991 and 2000 with those between 2001 and 2010, increases 

in TBE reported cases in Sweden, Finland and Norway by approximately 100% is 

seen and in the Czech Republic, Germany, Switerland and Poland by approximately 

144%. TBE reported cases decreased by 65% in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania while in 

Russia by 42%. In period from 2005 to 2009, countries with the highest national 

incidence of TBE reported cases per 100,000 population are Slovenia (14.07), Estonia 

(11,10), Lithuania (10,59), Latvia (8,76). Russia has areas with high TBE incidence in 

terms of reported cases but there are also nonendemic areas (Chapter 3). At the 

European level, TBE presents a high burden that is not fully recognized. It is believed 

that the incidence of the TBE is under-estimated likely due to under-diagnosis. Safe, 

efficient, and well tolerated TBE vaccines are available, however, they are likely 

underused to efficiently reduce the TBE burden (Chapter 3). Western European 

vaccines are used for all persons aged ≥1 years. The primary series with both vaccines 

consists of three doses. The second dose should be given 1-3 months after the first 

dose and the third dose 5-12 months after the second (for Encepur® the third dose is 

administered 9-12 months after the second dose). ʿAccelerateʾ or ʿrapidʾ schedules 

for both vaccines can be used mainly for travellers and military forces. The second 

dose beeing given 14 days after the first dose and the third dose 5-12 months after the 

second (for Encepur® 9-12 months after the second) for ʿaccelerateʾ protection. 

ʿRapidʾ schedule requires the second dose being given 7 days after the first, the third 

dose after 21 days and the fourth dose after the third dose for Encepur®. The first 

booster dose with Western European vaccines is recommended 3 years after the 

primary series and subsequent boosters at intervals of 3-5 years. In persons aged ≥50 

years, 3-year booster intervals are recommended, while application with FSME-

Immun® for persons aged ≥60 years, booster intervals of 5 years are recommended. 

In Switzerland intervals of ≤10 years are used (Chapter 3). Russian vaccines are used 

for persons aged ≥3 years. The primary series of vaccination with Russian vaccines 
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consists of three doses. The second dose should be given 1–7 months (for Encevir® 

5-7 months) after the first dose and the third dose 12 months after the second. 

ʿRapidʾ schedule with Encevir® requires the second double dose being given 1-2 

months after the first dose, the third double dose 1-3 months after the second double 

dose, and the fourth dose 6-12 months after the third double dose. The first booster 

with Russian vaccines is given 3 years after the primary series of vaccination and 

subsequent boosters are recommended subsequently every three years (Chapter 3). 

Efficacy of all TBE vaccines is based on induction of neutralizing antibodies. After 

three doses, all TBE vaccines suggest protection in 90-100% of vaccinated. Very low 

rate of waning of protection after the booster following three doses of vaccination 

with both Western European vaccines is shown. It was shown that after booster dose 

protection against TBE persists for at least 6-8 years. After 8 years after booster, the 

protection against TBE with seroprotection rate of 87% was shown. The field 

effectiveness of both Western European vaccines is about 99% in regularly vaccinated 

persons for all age groups. All TBE vaccines are safe, potential side effects of TBE 

vaccines are common (Chapter 3). Factors such as vaccination schedule in terms of 

number of doses and timing of doses, duration of protection all have impact on result 

of cost-effectiveness analysis. In the case of vaccination against TBE, extended 

vaccination interval can improve compliance as well it reduces costs of TBE 

vaccination programme, leading in more favourable cost-effectiveness ratio (Chapter 

3). Studies on cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccines can help make decision on 

inclusion/or expansion of the vaccination into the national vaccination programme to 

increase vaccination to reduce disease burden. Therefore, more attention directed 

towards cost-effectiveness evaluations that can help to establish an efficient 

prevention policy to reduce TBE burden at the European level is needed (Chapter 3).  

In Chapter 6, the first study on cost-effectiveness of vaccination against TBE 

was performed, using a Markov model. This study was conducted for Slovenia, one of 

the countries with the highest TBE incidence worldwide and low vaccination 

coverage. The results of Chapter 6 show that the ICER for vaccination with both 

Western European vaccines amounts to about €15,000-20,000 per QALY gained for 

adults from the view of healthcare payer. The results of PSA using CEAC indicate that 

at WTP value of €20,000 per QALY gained, a vaccination with both vaccines has a 

99.3-97.7% probability of being cost-effective for adults from the view of healthcare 

payer. Based on Slovenian threshold of €30,000 per QALY gained, vaccination 
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against TBE is cost-effective from the healthcare payer’s perspective. From the view 

of society, vaccination saves costs, mainly due to avoiding the high indirect costs that 

include the costs due to absence from work.  

In Chapter 6, a novel Markov model for evaluating cost-effectiveness of TBE 

vaccination was developed. The model compared costs and health outcomes in 

vaccinated and no vaccinated groups from 18 to 80 years of age. The susceptible, 

mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae, death due to TBE, 

recovered and immune are health states that were included in the model (Chapter 6). 

Each health state was assigned costs and quality weights, both discounted at a 5% 

annual rate (Chapter 4). Costs and quality weights of the second stage (i.e. 

hospitalization) were used as prior for starting the Markov process (Chapter 6). A 

Markov cycle length of one year was used and patients moved through these health 

states based on annual transition probabilities (Chapter 6). Annexes to Chapter 6 

provide details on the model.  

In Chapter 6, it has been discussed that the limitation of the study on cost 

effectiveness of TBE vaccination is that the study was focused only on the adult 

population. Severity of the disease increases with age and the elderly are very active 

and mobile, putting them at higher risk for contracting the disease. Although Čižman 

et al. found severe TBE in children that required treatment in an intensive care unit, 

it was stated in 2003 that TBE in children is mild with favourable health outcomes. 

Therefore, children were not included in this study. Next, under-estimation of TBE 

reported cases were not included in cost-effectiveness analysis. If a factor of 4.5 to 

correct under-estimation of TBE reported cases from Chapter 5 were used in cost-

effectiveness analysis, vaccination against TBE would be even more cost-effective. 

Next, the first stage of the disease with symptoms of headache, fever, and vomiting 

was not taken into account, because people often mistake these symptoms with flu 

and mostly they do not even visit a GP. In addition, an abortive form of TBE is not 

included in the study because it likely does not exist in Slovenia. Lastly, adverse 

effects due to vaccination were not taken into account because no serious or life 

threatening adverse events were reported. 

Previously, only cost-benefit of vaccination against TBE among French troops, 

using a decision tree was published in 2005 (Chapter 3), showing that the TBE 

vaccination programme for French troops should not be implemented, because the 

net benefit is negative. The Markov model and the methodology as done in Chapter 6 
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are an innovative approach for evaluating cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccines. This 

study (Chapter 6) made a breakthrough in the field of health economics of TBE, in 

particular in cost-effectiveness of vaccination. The importance and recognition of the 

study (Chapter 6) can be seen considering its impact first, in Sweden in Sörmland 

County, where the County Council used the same Markov model in cost-effectiveness 

analysis for a decision about TBE vaccination. Next, in Finland, the study on cost-

effectiveness, using the Markov model was performed and Tick-borne encephalitis 

vaccination working group made a recommendation about vaccination against TBE. 

Following, in Estonia, the study on cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccination, using also 

the Markov model, was performed (Chapter 2). 

Next to the study on cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccination (Chapter 6), TBE 

burden in DALYs, including correction for under-estimation of TBE reported cases 

and correction for under-reporting of death due to TBE were applied for the first time 

in TBE DALYs calculations (Chapter 5). Therefore, the full TBE burden is estimated 

for the first time (Chapter 5) This study was also performed for Slovenia. The result of 

Chapter 5 indicates that the number of TBE cases with the acute disease of the second 

stage with CNS is 4.5 times higher than official reported cases. TBE burden expressed 

in DALYs is high compared with estimates for other infectious diseases from GBD 

2010 study for Slovenia. Chapter 5 shows that from the population perspective, total 

DALYs amount to 3,450 (167.8 per 100,000 population), while from the individual 

perspective they amount to 3.1 per case in 2011. Results of the PSA show a 95% 

uncertainty interval from 2,394 to 5,774 DALYs, indicating that for example with 0.95 

likelihood total DALYs are higher than 2,394 while with 0.9 likelihood total DALYs 

are higher than 2,631. Next, DALYs give a composite assessment of TBE's burden, 

seeing that TBE burden is dominated by neurological sequelae.  

In Chapter 5, a novel disease burden model was developed for the DALYs 

calculations. Death due to TBE, the acute disease of the second stage with CNS and 

mild, moderate and severe permanent neurological sequelae were health states that 

were included in this model. The acute disease of the second stage was corrected for 

under-estimation by a factor γ that is a product of a factor βa to correct for under-

ascertainment and a factor βr to correct for under-reporting. Death due to TBE was 

corrected for under-reporting by a factor βd. No discounting or age weighting was 

applied in the DALYs calculations.  
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In Chapter 5 it has been discussed that disability weights for TBE do not exist 

because both correction factors βd and βr were not available for Slovenia. Only cases 

with the acute disease of the second stage and death due to TBE are routinely 

reported in Slovenia. However, cases with asymptomatic infection and symptomatic 

cases including acute disease of the first stage are not captured by notification or 

surveillance systems in Slovenia nor by correction factors, causing potential under-

estimation of TBE DALYs’ estimate. Therefore, the TBE DALYs estimation in Chapter 

5 represents an under-estimate.  

From previous studies, it has been seen that the burden of TBE was expressed 

only by incidence or mortality data (Chapter 3). In Chapter 5, TBE burden in DALYs, 

including correction for TBE under-estimation was evaluated for the first time. This 

study presents a novelty in the field of TBE health economics. The disease burden 

model, calculation of correction factors for TBE and their application as done in 

Chapter 5 reflect an innovative approach in DALYs calculations. Factor of 4.5 to 

correct under-estimation (Chapter 5) could be reasonable for the wider region. The 

burden of TBE has not been specified by the Global Burden of Disease studies. 

Therefore, results of Chapter 5 give novel knowledge in that respect and provide 

unique insight into the disease burden. The unique model and methodology as done 

in Chapter 5 could be used as a representative model for TBE DALYs’ calculations for 

other countries.  

The study presented in Chapter 5 could help to guide public health policy and 

action in Europe to reduce TBE burden. In addition, it provides suggestion globally 

for potential inclusion of TBE into the Global Burden of Disease studies. 

Based on findings of Chapter 5, it may be suggested that there is a need to 

prioritise diseases and reallocate limited public health resources for an extended 

vaccination against TBE for whole population of all ages and all regions, potentially 

free of charge or at a reduced price in Slovenia. In Austria, it has been shown that 

extended TBE vaccination leads to substantial reductions in TBE in all age groups 

and therefore it can contribute to health and economic benefits.  

TBE is the most important flavivirus infection of the central nervous system in 

Europe, while LB is the most commonly reported TBDs worldwide (Chapter 2). In 

Chapter 4, it has been discussed that LB is endemic in many part of Europe, Asia and 

North America, however its endemic areas are expanding. The European Centre for 

Disease Prevention and Control indicates that all persons who are exposed to risk of 
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being bitten by a tick are at risk of becoming infected with B. burgdorferi [1]. In the 

USA, the number of reported cases of LB has increased from 10,000 cases in 1992 to 

about 30,000 in 2009 [2]. New estimates show that about 300,000 cases are 

reported annually, meaning by 10-times more than previous thoughts (Chapter 4). In 

many European countries, the number of reported cases of LB has increased since 

1990 (Chapter 4). For example in Slovenia, the number of reported cases of LB has 

increased from 4,123 cases in 2005 to 6,938 cases in 2013 [3]. In Denmark, the 

number of cases of neuroborreliosis has increased from 41 cases in 2002 to 104 cases 

in 2006. In 2009, 61 cases have been reported in Denmark. In Norway, the number 

of reported cases of disseminated and late borreliossis has increased from 75 cases in 

1995 to 273 cases in 2009 (EpiNorthData, 2011) [2]. The incidence of LB is likely 

under-estimated, mainly due to under-diagnosis. LB is a multi-system bacterial 

infection. A red-colored skin rash called erythema mygrans that characterizes an 

early Lyme disease is not always present or recognized by patients, thus patients or 

their doctors may not be aware of being sick from LB. Therefore, many of patients 

may have gone undiagnosed for many years, which may lead to long-term sequelae 

and patients’ disability. These patients can be unable to return to their jobs. 

Vaccination could be the most effective protection against LB infection, it can thereby 

avoid the complications associated with progressive LB disease (Chapter 4). 

Vaccination against LB can be beneficial to all persons of all ages exposed to risk of 

being bitten by a tick being at risk of becoming infected with B. burgdorferi. A major 

obstacle to developing LB vaccines is antigenic variation of the LB spirochetes, along 

with differences between LB strains in Europe and the USA. Several borrelia outer 

membrane proteins have been evaluated as potential LB vaccine candidates such as 

OspA, OspC, OspB, DbpA, BBK32, RevA. OspA borrelia outer membrane protein is 

the most investigated protein and therefore a promising vaccine candidate against LB 

(Chapter 4). In 1990, two monovalent recombinant OspA vaccines against LB were 

developed only for use in the USA. Mechanism of action of OspA vaccines in 

producing antibodies that bind B. burfdorferi in the tick gut, block transmission of 

spirochetes to the human, and consequently prevent borrelia infection in tick. In 

1998, a monovalent recombinant adjuvanted OspA vaccine was licensed for adults. 

Phase III safety and efficacy trial demonstrated that this vaccine reduced new 

infections in vaccinated by 76% after three doses, meaning that 24% of fully 

vaccinated adults could still get sick from Lyme disease. No significant adverse events 
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were reported. Despite promising outcomes from clinical trials with both vaccines, in 

2002, the manufacturer voluntarily withdrew the monovalent adjuvant OspA vaccine, 

because it was unjustly considered that this vaccine might cause arthritis. The second 

monovalent non-adjuvant OspA vaccine, showing good safety profile, and efficacy of 

92% after three doses, was never applied for license. Currently, human vaccine 

against LB is not available. However, huge efforts are orientated towards 

development of novel, improved vaccines against LB (Chapter 4). For example, 

vaccines against LB based on multivalent OspA are in the clinical phase of 

development. Phase I and II demonstrated that this vaccine is safe, well tolerable, 

and highly immunogenic. After three doses, 91-100% of vaccinated achieve antibody 

response for protection against LB. These potential novel vaccines could effectively 

protect individuals against LB globally (Chapter 4). Efficacious of OspA vaccines is 

depended upon anti-OspA antibodies titres. Repeated doses of OspA vaccines for long 

term protection are needed. However, the duration of protection with OspA vaccines 

is not known yet (Chapter 4). There is a need for novel approaches to making LB 

vaccines more effective. For example, multiple borrelia outer membrane proteins, 

tick proteins or a combination of borrelia and tick (saliva) proteins could be potential 

vaccine candidates for development an effective Lyme vaccine (Chapter 4). These 

appeoaches might not only prevent LB, but also could prevent transmission of 

arthropod-borne pathogens in general [4]. Vaccines, combining multiple Borrelia 

antigents, showed higher efficacy compared to vaccination based on single or double 

proteins, in mice [4]. Potential anti-tick vaccine based on tick salivary gland proteins 

obtained from Ixodes ricinus could inhibit feeding and transmission of multiple 

pathogens (bacteria, virus protozoa) [5]. Studies in mice showed that potential anti-

tick vaccine could prevent multiple European TBDs such as LB, TBE, babesiosis. This 

vaccine would prevent transmission of pathogens to humans, animals or wildlife to 

reduce the incidence of TBDs in humans. Therefore, potential anti-tick vaccine would 

be highly cost-effective public health intervention [5].  

Three studies on cost-effectiveness of vaccination with the monovalent 

adjuvant OspA vaccine against LB have been done only for the USA in the period 

between 1999 and 2002. Methodologically, in one study a decision-tree and in the 

other two a Markov model was used (Chapter 4). Results of these studies indicate 

favourable cost-effectiveness for LB vaccination (Chapter 4). 
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Human vaccine against LB has never been developed for application in 

Europe. However, potential novel multivalent OspA vaccine manufactured by Baxter 

to protect individuals against LB in the USA, Europe and Asia has completed the I 

and II phase of clinical development. This potential novel, improved vaccine likely 

has not yet entered into the III phase of clinical development (ClinicalTrial.gov). 

Therefore, studies on cost-effectiveness of vaccination against LB have not yet been 

performed for Europe (Chapter 4). 

 Further study on cost-effectiveness of vaccination with the potential novel 

vaccine against LB, using a Markov model developed based on the natural course of 

the disease could be performed. It is expected that vaccination with the novel vaccine 

could be cost-effective from the societal view mainly due to long-term consequences, 

high socioeconomic costs and lost productivity costs. Therefore, vaccination against 

LB could be health and economically beneficial to society.  

TBDs are infectious diseases in which pathogen (virus, bacterium, protozoa, 

fungi) transmits from a vertebrate host like birds, rodents, or other larger animals to 

a person during tick feeding (Chapter 1). Therefore, dynamic transmission model for 

TBE and LB could be developed, considering vertebrate host-tick-pathogen-human 

interaction. The simple dynamic transmission model for TBE and LB should consider 

tick-pathogen-human interaction, consisting of compartments that represent human 

population and compartments that represent tick population, taking into account 

transmission of pathogen from an infected tick to potentially susceptible human. In 

the model, effects of vaccination and increasing vaccination coverage over the time 

can be incorporated to explore the impact on transmission and disease burden. This 

potential model could help to understand transmission of pathogen for control of the 

disease and to evaluate cost-effectiveness of vaccination. Widespread use of vaccines 

against TBE or LB could prevent transmission and thus result in a degree of herd 

immunity, may lead to more favourable cost effectiveness ratios. 

Intensive interactions between human, animals and ecosystem are likely the 

driving force for increasing TBDs burdens worldwide. TBDs burdens are not fully 

known. Improved diagnosis and surveillance of diseases could provide better overall 

epidemiological picture and true TBDs burdens. Human population, wildlife and 

domestic animals as well as tick populations are increasing, people are travelling, 

global environmental changes allow pathogens to adapt to new environment. 
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Pathogens and ticks are spreading to new areas and expanding globally. TBDs’s 

global spread has the potential to impair public health systems [2].  

My thesis promotes the importance of TBDs on public health. Effectively 

transfer information, new insight, and knowledge presented in this thesis to endemic 

and non endemic countries and spread internationally with the aim for effective 

prevention and control of diseases could be relevant. Currently, only TBE vaccination 

is available which is likely underused but if properly implemented in countries to 

reach a sufficiently high coverage of having the potential for favourable (cost-

)effectiveness of vaccination to reduce transmission would leading to reduction of 

TBE’ burden, and improving population health. 

 

Conclusions 

TBDs reflect an increasing burden and public health threat worldwide. Vaccination 

could be the most effective intervention to protect individuals of all ages against 

TBDs. In the USA, no vaccines against TBDs exist. Vaccines against TBE are 

available, however they are likely underused in Europe. Vaccines against LB are still 

in the phase of development. Cost-effectiveness of TBE vaccination applying the 

Markov model show favourable cost-effectivenes of vaccination. DALYs provide 

comprehensive insight into the disease burden. Therefore, more efficient vaccination 

policy and recommendations for prevention and control of TBE has to be considered 

on European level that can help to increase vaccination and to reduce TBE. 

Increasing awareness and knowledge of what causes TBDs and their consequences in 

endemic as well as nonendemic countries among general population, children and 

their parents, travellers, healthcare practitioners, professionals working outdoors and 

their employers through educational programmes, social media and prevention 

campaigns are needed. In addition, increasing awareness regarding preventive 

measures against TBDs and their implementation is essential in reducing TBDs. More 

research funding related to TBDs is needed, and continued efforts especially in 

development of safe, efficient vaccines for LB and other TBDs to prevent these 

diseases and their disabling consequences are also needed. Also health economics 

research for TBDs, in particular for TBE and LB are urgently needed that can help to 

establish more efficient policy for prevention and control of these diseases to reduce 

the diseases’ burden, leading to health benefits for the population as a whole.  
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SUMMARY 
 
 
 
Worldwide, tick-borne diseases (TBDs) reflect an increasing burden and public 

health threat. Reducing TBDs’ burden is a grand public health challenge. The aim of 

this doctoral thesis is to evaluate health economics of TBDs, with focus on tick-borne 

encephalitis (TBE) and Lyme borreliosis (LB), and to evaluate their impact on public 

health. In particular, I aim to develop models based on the natural course of these 

diseases for assessing the costs and health outcomes and cost-effectiveness of 

vaccination. Currently, scarcity of health economics studies presents an important 

knowledge gap in the field of TBE and LB. This thesis adds novel insights and makes 

an important contribution to the field of health economics and cost-effectiveness 

evaluations of TBE and LB. Findings presented in this thesis can help to develop 

better guidance for more efficient prevention and control of these diseases, travel 

recommendations, occupational health policies, likely leading to reduction of 

diseases’ burdens, and improving population health. 

With Chapter 1 presenting above introductory issues, Chapter 2 provides an 

overview of TBDs, focus on vaccines and cost-effectiveness of vaccination, being 

based on one of the published papers in Expert Reviews of Vaccines (Chapters 3 and 

4 being the others).  

Chapter 3 provides an overview of TBE. TBE presents a high burden in 

Europe. Vaccines against TBE, that are generally well-tolerated, effective and safe, 

are likely under-used and therefore lack to efficiently prevent and control the disease 

and reduce its burden at population levels. The first study on the cost-effectiveness of 

TBE vaccination was performed for Slovenia, a high-endemic country (Chapter 6). 

We argue that more attention needs to be oriented towards health economics for TBE 

at the European level. This can help to formulate efficient policies for prevention of 

TBE, increase vaccination coverage and thus reduce TBE in Europe. Rising awareness 

about TBE and the benefits of vaccination in endemic as well as non-endemic 

countries within the general population is needed.  

Chapter 4 provides an overview of LB. LB is a multi-system disease with an 

increasing burden worldwide. Early and appropriate antibiotics therapy is crucial to 

prevent persistent infection that may be followed by post-treatment Lyme disease 

syndrome. Currently, there is no human LB vaccine available. However, in Europe 
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huge efforts are oriented towards development of novel LB vaccines, aiming to 

improve on the previous generation that never became successful. The potential novel 

multivalent OspA vaccine candidates are already in the clinical phase of development 

for prevention against LB globally. Anti-tick vaccines based on tick proteins for 

prevention against multiple TBDs, including LB, could be a highly cost-effective 

public intervention in Europe. Continued efforts in research of all aspects on LB are 

needed  

In Chapter 5 the burden of TBE expressed in DALYs was estimated for the first 

time, using a disease burden model. This novel model was developed based on the 

natural course of the disease. Corrections for under-estimation were included in the 

DALYs calculations to show the full burden of TBE. The findings of Chapter 5 indicate 

that TBE in Slovenia presents relatively high burdens of disease in comparison with 

other infectious diseases in Slovenia. The potential strategies to reduce this burden 

were discussed in Chapter 5 as well.  

In Chapter 6, the first study on cost-effectiveness of vaccination against TBE 

was performed, using a Markov model. This novel Markov model was developed 

based on the natural course of the disease. The findings of Chapter 6 indicate that 

vaccination against TBE is cost-effective for adults from the health care payer's 

perspective in Slovenia. From the view of society, vaccination saves costs. Annexes to 

Chapter 6 provide details of the model. Notably, the model has subsequently been 

used in other settings. 

Chapter 7 summarizes principal findings of this thesis, outlines appraisal of 

methods, compares methodology and findings with previous work, presents the 

thesis its original contributions to the scientific knowledge and its implications and 

provides a framework for further research. Finally, conclusions of this thesis are 

provided. 
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SAMENVATTING 
 
 
 
Teken-gerelateerde ziekten (TGZn) presenteren tegenwoordig wereldwijd een 

toenemend probleem. Reductie van TGZn is een enorme uitdaging voor de 

volksgezondheid. Doelen van dit proefschrift betreffen de evaluatie van de 

gezondheidseconomische aspecten van TGZn, met een focus op encephalitis en Lyme 

borreliosis (LB), en beschouwing van de impact op de volksgezondheid. In het 

bijzonder, beoog ik modellen te ontwikkelen voor de progressie van ziekte, te 

koppelen aan kosten, gezondheidsverlies en kosten-effectiviteit van (potentiële) 

vaccins. De huidige schaarste aan gezondheidseconomische studies is een belangrijke 

leemte in onze kennis en dit proefschrift draagt bij deze leemte deels op te vullen met 

nieuwe inzichten in de “health economics” en kosten-effectiviteit bij de preventie van 

encephalitis en LB. Bevindingen kunnen helpen richting te geven aan meer efficiënte 

en doelgerichte preventie en controle van TGZ, reisadviezen en bedrijfsgezondheid, 

mogelijk resulterend in reductie van ziekte en verder verbeteren van de 

volksgezondheid. 

Nadat Hoofdstuk 1 bovenstaande inleidende zaken bespreekt, geeft Hoofdstuk 

2 een overzicht van TGZ, beschikbare en te ontwikkelen vaccins en kosten-

effectiviteit gebaseerd op één van de onderliggende publicaties in Expert Reviews of 

Vaccines (Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 zijn de anderen).  

Hoofdstuk gaat in op de details van de TGZ encephalitis (TGE), onderhand een 

groot probleem in Europe. Vaccins tegen encephalitis zijn goed verdraagbaar, 

effectief en veilig en het gebruik is veel lager dan optimaal en mogelijk. Daardoor 

worden kansen op goede preventie en controle van ziekte gemist. De eerste studie 

inzake de kosten-effectiviteit van  TGE vaccinatie werd op Slovenië gericht, een hoog 

endemisch land (Hoofdstuk 6). Wij betogen dat er meer aandacht nodig is voor 

“health economics” van TGE op Europees niveau. Hierdoor zou meer efficiënt 

preventiebeleid ontwikkeld kunnen worden, inclusief verhoging van de 

dekkingsgraad, resulterend in gezondheidswinst voor de bevolking. Toenemende 

“awareness” over TGE en de waarde van vaccins is nodig, zowel in hoog- als laag-

endemische landen.  
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Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een overzicht voor LB. LB is een ‘multi-systeem’ ziekte met 

eveneens een toenemende problematiek wereldwijd. Vroegtijdige en adequate 

toediening van antibiotica is cruciaal ter preventie van persistente infectie en post-

therapie Lyme syndroom. Er is nog geen humaan LB-vaccin beschikbaar, wel zijn er 

diverse initiatieven voortbouwend op een eerdere generatie LB-vaccins die nooit 

succesvol werden. De potentieel nieuwe multivalente OspA vaccine kandidaten zijn 

reeds in de klinische fase van ontwikkeling. Potentiële geïntegreerde anti-teken 

vaccins gebaseerd op teken proteïnes ter bescherming tegen diverse TGZn, inclusief 

LB, kunnen uiterst kosten-effectief zijn in Europa. Voortdurende inspanningen een 

dergelijk vaccin te ontwikkelen zijn vereist.  

In Hoofdstuk 5 werd de ziektelast van TGE in Slovenië geschat en uitgedrukt 

in DALYs op basis van een expliciet ziektelast model. Correcties warden uitgevoerd 

voor onder-rapportage om de volledige impact van TGE te vangen. De bevindingen 

van Hoofdstuk 5 suggereren dat TGE in Slovenië een forse ziektelast veroorzaakt, ook 

in vergelijking met andere infectieziekten. Mogelijke strategieën om de ziektelast in 

DALYs te verlagen warden eveneens in dit hoofdstuk besproken.  

In Hoofdstuk 6 werd de eerste studie naar de kosten-effectiviteit van 

vaccinatie tegen TGE gepresenteerd, gebruik makend van een innovatief Markov 

model voor de ziekteprogressie. De bevindingen van dit hoofdstuk suggereren dat 

TGE kosten-effectief is voor volwassenen in Slovenië vanuit het gezondheidszorg 

perspectief. Vanuit maatschappelijk perspectief is vaccinatie zelfs kostenbesparend. 

Annexes bij dit hoofdstuk geven verdere details van het model. Opvallend is dat 

hetzelfde model later in andere “settings” en landen eveneens gebruikt is. 

Hoofdstuk 7 vat de belangrijkste bevindingen van het proefschrift samen, 

weegt de gebruikte methoden, vergelijkt de methodologie met werk van anderen en 

geeft aan hoe dit proefschrift bijdraagt aan de ontwikkeling van wetenschappelijke 

kennis in dit specifieke gebied. Tenslotte, worden de conclusies en verder werk voor 

de toekomst uitgelegd. 
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